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TH E  S T R A N G E  P O W E R S  o f  m ind were know n to the 
ancients. F rom  every land they trekked to  the caves o f  

the oracle. In her presence th ey  were im bued w ith the 
m ysterious fa cu lty  o f  foresight. She brushed from  their 
m ental vision, fear and m isgivings. D eep within their con 
sciousness she im planted illum inating ideas with which 
they went forth to accom plish  the seem ing m iracles his- 
tOTy records. W ere these geniuses o f  the ancient w orld, 
Pericles, Socrates, A lexander the G reat, m erely deluded, 
cast under a fantastic spell, or c a n  th e  h u m a n  m in d  tr u ly  as- 
s e r ta n  in flu en ce  aver th in g s  a n d  c o n d it io n s ?  Is there a wealth 
o f  infinite know ledge ju st b eyon d  the border o f  our daily  
thoughts which can be aroused and com m anded at w ill?

It  is tim e you  realized that the rites, rituals and prac
tices o f  the ancients were n ot superstitions, b u t su bter
fuges to conceal the m arvelous workings o f  natural law 
from  those w ho w ou ld  have m isused them . T elepath y, 
projection  o f  thought, the m aterializing o f  ideas into 
helpful realities, are no longer thought b y  intelligent 
persons to be im possible practices, bu t instead, d e m o n 
s trab le  s c ien c e s , b y  which a greater life o f  happiness m ay 
he had.

Dr. J. B. R hine, forem ost psychologist and un iversity 
instructor, says o f  his experim ents w ith though t transfer
ence and the powers o f  m ind— “ T h e successes were m uch 
too  num erous to be m erely lucky hits and one can see 
no w ay  for guessing to  have accoun ted  for the results ’ ’ 
H av e  y ou  that open-m inded  attitude o f  toda y  which

warrants a clear, p ositive  revelation o f  the facts o f  mind 
which intolerance and b ig otry  have suppressed for years? 
A d v an ce  w ith  the t im e s ;  learn the truth about you r in 
herited powers.

Let This Free Boo\ Explain
T h e  R osicrucians (N O T  a religious organ ization ) have 
been leaders in introducing the ancient w isdom  o f  m ental 
phenom ena. Established throughout the w orld  for cen 
turies, they have for ages expounded these truths to those 
thinking m en and w om en w ho sought to  m ake the utm ost 
o f  their natural faculties. Use the coupon  below — avail 
yourself o f  a pleasing book  o f  interesting inform ation  
w hich explains how  y ou  m ay acquire this m ost u n u su a l  
and h e lp fu l  kn ow led g e .

The  ROSICRUCIANS
( A M O R C )

'—  USK TH IS COUPON —

Scribe S*P.C.
T h e  R aaicT ucian s. A M O R C ,
S an  Jo s e , C a lifo rn ia .
I  am  s in cere ly  in te re ste d  in kn ow in g m ore a b o u t th is  unseen, 
v ita l pow er w h ich  ca n  be  used in  a cq u irin g  th e  fu lln ess and 
h ap p in ess o f  life . P le a se  send m e. w ith o u t c o s t ,  th e  book. 
“ T H E  S E C R E T  H E R I T A G E ,"  w h ich  te lls  m e how to  
rece iv e  th is  in fo rm a tio n .
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A i d .  the songs of the inspired propliets recorded 
in ancient tomes, one remnins preeminent in I lie re

wards which it proclaims for righteousness. In solemn 
vows ol a lile herealter. ol a freedom from earthly obliga
tions. and ol an equality with the gods, the creeds ol the 
laiths abound. But to those mortal men whose hopes have 
not yet lied this world, who extend a helping hand to those 
in need, and who turn in the direction in which conscience 
tugs, there is no more reassuring promise than that because 
ol them shall come— Pence ori h a r l l i :  Good W il l  7 oirnrrl
Men.

l o  Christmas then, pagan, agnostic,  and monk can 
reverently pay respect, as the ageless symbol of a pre
cept which affords humanity its only salvation. In the 

bonds of human brotherhood, ol whi< h the spirit 
of this season makes us especially conscious,  we 
extend to you. one nnd all.

Christmas (greeting
The 1  0 R C #toff
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T HE
THOUGHT OF THE MONTH

THE UNITY OF THOUGHT

By THF: IM PER A TO R

T  T H IS  time of 
the year there is 
a very general 
agreement among 
the peoples of the 
W e ste rn  World 
in regard  to one 
timely thought. It 
is th is unity of 
thought wh i c h  
makes this period 
of the year signifi
cant and im por
ta n t. Regardless 

of whether we are Jews or Gentiles. 
Roman Catholics or Protestants, Mo
hammedans. Buddhists or what, we 
view the holiday season at the close of 
the year with one idea, and that is the 
picture and thought of peace and 
friendliness.

Although the Christmas holidays are 
purely Christian holidays in a religious 
or ecclesiastical sense, they are univer
sal holidays in the minds of mankind, 
and Jews and Gentiles alike can agree 
upon the one idea that the Christmas 
period represents a period for the ex
pression of love and good fellowship 
and that it is symbolical of "peace.”

By the time that most of you are 
reading these words of mine, you will 
have p a rtic ip a ted  in the so -ca lle d  

Thanksgiving" festivities in accord
ance with a very old custom of the 
United States. But this custom came to 
be established as a national event solely 
because it was already written in the 
hearts of men and is expressed in the 
hearts and minds of men in many coun
tries in the fall of the year, regardless 
of national proclamations or official 
holidays. In many parts of the world 
the fall of the year is the season for

harvesting and for taking account of the 
abundant blessings of nature and it is 
naturally, and has always been so, a 
time for man to give thanks and to ex
press his appreciation to God, to the 
Cosmic and to the universe for all the 
abundant blessings he has received. 
And the Christmas period, too, was 
really a sacred or symbolical holiday in 
the minds of many millions of human 
beings long before December twenty- 
fifth was established and proclaimed to 
be the birthdate of Jesus the Christ. In 
antiquity we find that on this day it was 
customary to free prisoners, to give gifts 
freely to friends and acquaintances, to 
make merry, and to rejoice and express 
in every possible way the idea of good 
will and peace.

And this year we can all be thankful 
that the spirit of peace has again mani
fested itself, even though we may feel 
that it is of short duration and is only 
a temporary condition. Nevertheless, in 
those parts of the world where a few 
months ago turmoil and war were antici
pated, there will be considerable peace, 
harmony and quiet throughout this sym
bolic holiday period. And it will afford 
many thousands upon thousands of in
dividuals an opportunity to express the 
period of peace and to give gifts and to 
be friendly and to make the world a 
little happier for a few days.

It is more than passing strange that 
mankind, from the dawn of civilization, 
has liked to focus his spiritual and hu
man expressions into certain concen
trated periods of time, and to establish 
certain holidays for the expression of 
those human emotions which are uni
versal and humanitarian. This is more 
than likely the reason for the creation
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of holidays and the intense expression 
of the ideals of those holidays within a 
limited number of hours.

Certainly mankind has always loved 
peace and friendliness and has prefer
red it to turmoil, war and unhappiness; 
and yet, instead of man attempting to 
express this love for peace and this 
spirit of friendliness and kindness on 
every day of the year and in every pos
sible way, he has permitted himself to 
enter into war and strife on the major
ity of the days of each year and then 
suddenly has become quiet, passive and 
friendly for twenty-four hours, more or 
less, while he celebrated or participated 
in the celebration of some definite day 
devoted exclusively to the expression of 
that which should have expressed itself 
throughout the year.

Therefore, while man should feel— 
and the majority of men do feel—a 
thankfulness to God and the Cosmic for 
their abundant blessings throughout the 
year, by mutual agreement they focus 
most of that expression upon one day 
and await a national or official procla
mation as to just what day in the year 
such expression should be given more 
intensified manifestation. In the W est
ern W orld that one particular day is 
called “Thanksgiving Day.” In many 
other countries there are similar days 
with different names, and the same is 
true in regard to the expression of peace 
and kindness. In the Christian world, 
Christmas Day is a day of celebrating 
the birth of the greatest advocate of 
peace and brotherly love that ever lived.

A large portion of mankind has come 
to believe that the whole spirit of peace 
and brotherly love was symbolized and 
expressed to the greatest degree in the 
consciousness of one great divine leader 
who lived at a certain period of the 
past. But throughout the year man 
seems to forget that in the conscious
ness of every human being, both Gen
tile and Jew, Protestant and Roman 
Catholic, and in the hearts, minds and 
consciousness of others, there is resi
dent throughout the year, as a perma
nent part of their natures, that same 
spirit of the Christ that makes for the 
ever-increasing desire for peace and 
brotherly friendliness and love. The 
spirit of peace was not born only in the 
consciousness of one great man at one 
time but has been born in the conscious
Four hundred five

ness of every human being since God 
created the first man and woman, and 
it is daily and hourly reborn in the con
sciousness of every newly-bom child. 
Each one of us is, therefore, a potential 
peacemaker. And each one of us should 
preach and talk and think and advocate 
peace and brotherly love throughout 
every day of the year and throughout 
every century. If this were actually a 
fact in its practical application, there 
would be no such period of anticipated 
horror, suffering and torture as was in 
the minds of millions of human beings 
but a few months ago.

But since, by agreement, man has 
concentrated the spiritual and humani
tarian thoughts and activities into cer
tain days or weeks of the year, let us 
make the most of those periods and try 
to compensate in those periods for our 
lack or laxity of expression throughout 
the rest of the year. Let each one of us 
try to do something of a very practical 
and definite nature during this coming 
holiday season not only to assist in 
making more permanent the establish
ment of universal peace between na
tions, but to promote universal peace be
tween the peoples of each country and 
each community and each neighbor
hood. Let us try and do for the unfor
tunates what they hope and pray will 
come to them at the hands of man. Let 
us not forget those who are shut in or 
confined or unfortunate or underprivi
leged. Let us not be abundant and free 
solely in our gifts to those who are rela
tives and friends, and where we feel 
that our friendly actions and kindly 
gifts are an obligation or a duty, but 
let us think of those who may be 
only dreaming o f  the possibility of such 
humanly brotherly expression and sur
prise them and encourage them in 
their dreams, their hopes and their 
aspirations.

Millions of unfortunate, underprivi
leged children still look upon the spirit 
of Christmas as an ethereal, theoretical 
idea that has never yet made its full ex
pression in their lives, and yet they are 
hopeful that some day the miracle of 
miracles will happen and that the things 
they have dreamed about may be made 
manifest. To step suddenly and unex
pectedly into the lives of some of these 
unfortunate and underprivileged chil
dren, or into the lives of some of these



shut-ins or elderly people who are alone 
in the world, and let them see that with
out duty or obligation, without any 
other motive than that of the spirit of 
Christmas, mankind can remember them 
and do what the Greatest Peacemaker 
of the world did in antiquity, will revive 
their hopes and their ideals and make 
life once again worth living. And the 
joy and happiness that will come to 
your consciousness in having done 
something like this, will be more like 
the ioy and happiness of the spirit of 
Christmas than anything you may have 
ever experienced before.

And of the quality of gifts, or the na
ture of gifts, there is none that quite 
equals in value or in blessing the kindly 
words, the friendly handclasp, and the 
sympathetic attunement or companion
ship which you might give of yourself 
and from yourself to some of these in a 
few hours at no material cost whatso
ever. It is not the material value of a 
material gift that always expresses the 
real spirit of the period. Many who are 
shut in or isolated or separated, or many 
children who are underprivileged and

forgotten and neglected, have no way 
or means by which to judge the true 
material value of any material gift that 
may be given to them, but their hearts 
and minds will always adequately evalu
ate the spiritual quality of the imma
terial gift that comes from your heart 
and your mind. So do not forget this, 
and as an additional expression of your 
appreciation and thanks for life itself, 
and the many opportunities you have 
of utilizing it, give something of your 
heart and mind and joy to those lonely, 
saddened and underprivileged persons, 
young or old, who are close by in your 
neighborhood or who can be found by 
you, and who may even now be trying 
to convince themselves that the real 
spirit of Christmas is not something that 
is forgotten or limited, but is universally 
abundant and humanly given by those 
whose expressions count the most, 
namely, those who are not motivated 
either by duty, obligation or any other 
idea than that of permitting the spiritual 
self within to expand and develop the 
spiritual qualities of all mankind.

V V V

Only in philosophy can one speak freely, for it is not a profession of knowledge 
but a search.— Validavar.

DO A GOOD DEED FOR CHRISTMAS
W hy not make available the interesting and highly instructive back copies of the 

"Rosicrucian Digest” to patients in hospitals, in W ar Veteran Institutions, or to the in
mates in the Homes for the Aged. T o  aid in this good cause, we offer an assortment of 
six particularly interesting copies for the small sum of 85c (do not send postage stamps). 
This includes the mailing charges. This good reading matter will be enjoyed by the un
fortunates and they will be grateful to you for your kindness. The package of magazines 
will be sent direct to you for distribution as you see fit. Send order and remittance to:

The Rosicrucian Digest 
Rosicrucian Park 
San Jose, California
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PUBLIC MEETINGS AT ROSICRUCIAN AUDITORIUM
Rosicrucian members are invited to attend and bring their friends to the series of public 

addresses which are being conducted each Sunday night in the Francis Bacon Auditorium, 
Rosicrucian Park, San Jose, California. Whether you live in the vicinity of San Jose, 
or are just traveling through the state, you are welcome to these sessions. The general 
public is, of course, welcome. The discourse for the evening is conducted by the Impera- 
tor. Dr. H. Spencer Lewis, and is preceded by an interesting organ program and inspiring 
mystical ceremony. There are no fees or obligations of any sort.
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Monuments of a Prehistoric Race
By T ressie Dunbar, F. R. C.

E T  us put aside the 
Present and jour
ney back to the 
land of the “Ene
mies of E g y p t” 
w h o  e r e c t e d  
s tra n g e  m onu
ments and wor
shiped before the 
sign of the cross.

A few miles east 
of the city of St. 
Louis, in the fer
tile valley known 

as the "Great American Bottoms.” can 
be found one of the largest groups of 
relics left by a prehistoric people, not 
only in North America, but, it is claim
ed, in the world. Here stands the huge 
monument of earth known as Monk’s 
Mound or Cohokia Mound. Popular 
opinion declares this to be an old Indian 
burial mound but popular opinion is so 
seldom right that we need waste little 
time on it.

Cohokia is Indian and is the name of 
a little creek that runs near the mound. 
The name Monk's Mound is of fairly 
recent origin. In 1808 a party of Trap- 
pist monks were searching for a site for 
their monastery. They chose this 
mound, standing one hundred feet a
bove the plains, safe from the flood 
waters of the great Mississippi. Into the 
core and below the foundation of this 
great structure, they sank a well, bring
ing up bits of grain and pottery in the 
process.

Their occupation of this interesting 
site was of brief duration for in 1813 a

plague of smallpox almost wiped out 
the community. The few survivors re
turned to their native France leaving 
only the well and the name behind.

W hen the first European explorers 
came to the Mississippi Valley, they 
found the Indians there without much 
of the civilization that distinguished 
tribes in other sections of the land. 
They were nomadic and had but the 
most primitive of religious practices. 
They did occupy a few of the mounds 
which they used as forts but regarding 
the history and construction of these 
mounds the Red Man was invariably 
vague. He said the mounds were built 
by Manitou, the Great Spirit. A few 
legends were invented but they were so 
weak that they are all but forgotten. 
This is strange when we consider how 
fond the Indian was of legend. Surely 
the construction of eighty mounds in an 
area less than two miles square, one of 
which covers more acreage than the 
Great Pyramid of Gizeh, would have 
brought forth glowing accounts that 
would not have dimmed so quickly with 
the passage of time.

It is fairly evident from this and 
numerous other bits of evidence which 
we cannot cover at this time, that the 
Indian knew nothing about the mounds 
nor the purpose of their construction. 
W e must go back farther, back before 
the land was occupied by the Indians.

Do you think that that is too far 
back; that there is nothing left from 
that remote age? Yes, there is a wealth 
of relics left as a legacy to those who 
know how to read them aright.
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First, let us remember that while the 
Indians were nomadic in habit, living on 
game and fish, primitive in knowledge 
of the arts and sciences and religion, the 
race in which we are interested were 
tillers of the soil. They had developed 
a "superior Stone Age" and were far 
above savagery in their knowledge of 
the arts and sciences and had developed 
a well defined religious system.

The fertile valleys, then, would be 
the logical place to look for the relics of 
their civilization, and the American 
Bottoms furnished all that was needed 
to sustain a large population. Here was 
some of the most fertile soil in the 
world, game and fish, the great Missis
sippi and numerous small streams which 
afforded them a means of transportation 
for the commerce they carried on with 
all parts of the country as is plainly in
dicated by the wealth of relics from 
every section of the land. Then, too, the 
high bluffs on each side of the bottoms 
meant protection in the time of flood.

As was said before, within an area of 
less than two miles and in the very 
heart of this fertile land, we find some 
eighty mounds all of interesting shapes 
to the mystic. Some are circular, others 
polygon, rectangles, squares and pyra
mids. There they stand in spite of the 
ravages of time and man’s plough, 
fashioned with such accuracy as to be 
quite inconceivable without the aid of 
instruments. The square and oblong 
mounds show a curious alignment with 
each other and all are very accurately 
orientated.* Here, too, are altars and 
trenches that have some definite con
nection with the mounds as have the 
artificial lakes of strange mystical 
design.

Most of the lakes have been destroy
ed by recent drainage projects but we 
are told by earlier observers of one lake 
which was fashioned into circle with a 
circular island in the center. Looking 
down from the tops of the mounds one 
could see the ancient and venerated 
symbol, the dot enclosed by a circle. 
Another of these lakes was square with 
sides so steep that cattle could reach the 
water only by indirect paths. Around 
the pond were platforms of earth about 
a hundred feet long and from two to
*Note: See “Mound-Builders of Ancient Ameri
ca,” Rosicrucian Digest, August 1938.

three feet high. A third lake of import
ance was farther removed from the 
mounds and to the north of them and is 
known as Horseshoe Lake because of 
its crescent or half-moon shape. This 
lake is still in existence and is a favorite 
retreat for local fishermen. W e  will 
speak of this lake again after making 
closer examination of the mounds.

Many of the mounds were for burials 
but in others no trace of funeral relics 
can be found. These latter were evi
dently temple mounds and such was the 
Cohokia or Monk’s Mound. I wonder 
if mere figures can make us realize the 
size of this structure which is approxi
mately 1000 feet long, over 700 feet 
wide and 100 feet high! (The Great 
Pyramid of Gizeh, you will recall, cov
ers 13 acres and is 761 feet long.) It 
has been estimated that it would take 
2.458 men working every day for two 
years or 150 Mound Builders over 
thirty-nine years to complete the struc
ture. Rising a hundred feet above the 
surrounding plains, its shape is familiar 
to the mystic, — that of a truncated 
pyramid. The eastern and northern 
slopes are regular and steep but the 
south side rises for about fifty feet 
where we find a platform or apron con
taining about two acres of ground. An
other abrupt rise and we have reached 
the top which is divided into two por
tions, the northern half being about 
four or five feet higher than the south
ern half and the whole top containing 
about one and one-half acres. The 
western side is the most irregular of all. 
Some authorities claim that at one time 
there was a smaller mound attached to 
this side of the big one but time and 
soil erosion have converted them into 
one large slope. There is a wide path
way starting at one corner of this side 
and running to the top. W hether this 
has always been a part of the mound or 
whether the Monks built this for their 
convenience is a debatable question.

Exploration of the mound reveals the 
fact that it is not composed of the rich 
alluvial soil of the "Bottom Lands" but 
seems to be of many soils foreign to this 
section. The stratification shows a layer 
of soil followed by a layer of vegetation 
from one to several inches thick, then 
more soil and more vegetation through
out the entire mound. This means, then,
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that the mound was not completed all at 
one time, but that many seasons inter
vened. W hen we consider that the 
growing season in this section is but six 
months duration, we can gain an idea 
of the length of time needed to complete 
the mound. Notwithstanding, there 
must have been a definite plan of con
struction for, even after the ravages of 
wind and rain during so many years, 
the shape remains with a remarkable 
degree of accuracy.

It is not from the magnificent temple 
mound that we gain our most intimate 
glimpe of the Mound Builder. It is from 
the numerous, small burial mounds. 
From the great number and from the 
number of "mass burials” within them, 
it is easy to deduce that here was some 
sort of a Mecca, some Holy Shrine to 
which these people brought their hon
ored dead. They traveled long and far 
to reach the spot, evidence shows, com
ing on foot or by boat. Horses they had 
not, for horses came to America with 
the Spaniards, nor did they possess 
carts for there is no evidence to show 
that they understood even the most 
simple uses of the wheel.

They buried their dead with a great 
show of honor and manifestations of 
love. The practice of burying food and 
water with the departed is found in so 
many lands that it is not strange to find 
the Mound Builder following this cus
tom. Weapons and ornaments as well 
as beautiful ceremonial pipes which 
were handsomely carved to represent 
birds and animals and human figures 
garbed not unlike the people of ancient 
Assyria; all of these, along with the 
pottery and implements for tilling the 
soil are found within the burial mounds 
and give us an insight into the life of 
these people.

According to the standards of civili
zation today, we would not call the 
Mound Builders a highly civilized race. 
Their implements were all of stone, 
beautifully made, but primitive. Like all 
western people, they bound their tools 
on the handles instead of fitting the 
handles on the tools. Their stone work 
can be classed among the most beautiful 
in the world and bears a striking re
semblance to the work found in Assyria 
and Troy. They did not understand 
metallurgy but beat copper into many
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beautiful ornaments.
It is their pottery that is so very in

teresting to us. It is unfired, made of a 
cement-like clay and elaborately decor
ated. Over and over again we see the 
dot enclosed by the circle, the cross in 
many variations, sacred birds, and other 
mystical designs. In form the pottery 
resembles that of the Mediterranian 
countries. Many have the same orna
mentation of animal heads and one owl
headed case is exactly like one found in 
Troy.

Primitive as we may consider these 
people, it can hardly be disputed that 
they understood the mystical value of 
the designs they used, for they would 
not have used them so many times and 
in so many ways unless there was 
something beyond the mere beauty of 
the figures.

The family group is always repre
sented as consisting of one man, one 
woman, and their offspring. Never is a 
man surrounded by a number of female 
figures and it is very rare to find any
thing of an obscene nature in any of 
their representations. O f particular in
terest to us is the manner in which the 
Mound Builder dressed. One tiny shred 
of cloth remains but from their stone 
representations we know that they 
dressed much as the ancient Assyrians 
did, and wore head ornaments of cop
per, crescent shape, coming down be
hind the ears while the center was three 
or four inches wide over the brows. 
These headpieces were elaborately a
dorned with shells and pearls as were 
the girdles worn by men and women. 
Both, too, wore earrings and gorgets or 
circular disks suspended around their 
necks and falling upon their breasts. 
The gorgets were beautifully carved 
and one side always bore the image of 
a spider or similar insect. Invariably 
on the back of the insect was carved the 
sign of the cross!

W m. McAdams raises an interest
ing point in his book "Records of An
cient Races” (Published in 1887). He 
claims that the gorgets are precisely 
like those worn by the Trojans and 
Greeks and that the Egyptians must 
have known about our Mound Builders. 
He bases his claims on the description 
given by Sir Wilkinson of the "enemies 
of Egypt,” and thinks that the Mound



Builder fulfills all of the described char
acteristics. Sir Wilkinson says, in de
scribing some sculpturing at Thebes, 
"There are shown two groups of peo
ple who wear on on their breasts, ap
parently suspended by a cord, circular 
amulets.” These are almost precisely 
like the ones worn by our Mound Build
er, with the same shape crosses in the 
center. In another place Sir Wilkinson 
says, describing the sculptures repre
senting the enemies of Egypt: “The 
girdle is sometimes highly ornamented: 
men as well as women wearing earrings; 
and they frequently had a small cross 
suspended to a necklace, or to the col
lar of the dress." Mr. McAdams asks 
us to remember that Sir Wilkinson was 
describing the sculpture of ancient 
Egypt while he (Adams) is comparing 
relics discovered in the Mounds.
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It seems utterly fantastic that these 
people of North America, so far re
moved from the land of Egypt, should 
be considered "enemies of Egypt," yet 
here is evidence that cannot be entirly 
ignored. W e wonder what connection 
existed between the two lands, but we 
are more curious to learn from whom 
the Mound Builder learned to make the 
sign of the cross. If we could but an
swer that one question we would have 
solved the whole riddle. Too much has 
been lost in the yawning abyss of time.

It has been suggested by some au
thorities that the Mound Builders left 
the great bottom lands and migrated 
into Mexico where they again erected 
mounds or pyramids. It is true that the 
history of the Mexican Mounds can be 
placed at a more recent date than those 
of North America, but regardless of the 
possibility that it may have been the 
same race that constructed these monu
ments, we are sure that the Mound 
Builder was driven from the Mississippi 
Valley. It is not logical to think that 
any race, after having found such a fer
tile valley and built its homes there 
and erected its shrines, would volun
tarily leave all the things it cherish
ed most.

It is fairly easy to reconstruct the 
events in the lives of this ancient peo
ple. The wilderness is pushed back; 
homes are built, comfortable and warm; 
crops are put in and, in good time, har
vested. A great Shrine is planned to

commemorate some event, or perhaps in 
honor of some great teacher, or some 
principles in their religion. The word 
goes forth throughout all the land and 
pilgrims prepare to journey to this place.

They come from all parts of the con
tinent and with them they bring offer
ings, the best they have to give. They 
bring, too, the dead whom they honor 
highly, those who, in their earthly lives, 
merited in some manner the glory of 
being interred within sight of the Shrine 
of Shrines. Days and weeks are needed 
for the journey and as more and more 
pilgrims arrive, the Valley fairly over
flows. Hustle and bustle accompany the 
arrival of each new party and many fes
tivals lend a gay note to an otherwise 
solemn occasion.

W hen at last the appointed time ar
rives, the baskets and jugs filled with 
the earth, brought by the pilgrims from 
their homes, are put into place to form 
the great Mound. Elaborate and im
pressive ceremonies must have accom
panied this. Then all return to their 
homes and the mound is allowed to 
grow over with green things so that the 
ground will be made solid.

Again the time arrives for another pil
grimage, and again and again, until the 
great structure grows, bit by bit, and it 
can be truly said that it is made of all 
the land, not a dead thing, but a living 
one with live roots within its bosom.

And when the Great Mound was 
complete, the builder stood on its top 
and worshiped. He had combined the 
four elements. Earth in the Mounds, 
W ater in the lakes and Fire and Air in 
his ceremonies. Moreover he stood fac
ing the East with the crescent shaped 
lake farthest from him and to the North. 
Do you think he was a mystic?

W ith such pictures in mind, think, 
then, of a small band of students, hun
dreds of years later, making prepara
tions for the Festival of Fall. They 
climbed to the top of the great Mound. 
There, facing the East and with the sun 
dipping down behind the western shore 
of the Father of W aters, they erected 
another pyramid on top of the Great 
Pyramid. They knew that the Missis
sippi had witnessed many ceremonies 
that paralleled the one then taking 
place. They knew that they stood on 
Thrice Holy Ground.
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T he Legacy of Greed
By Fide litas

HAD been hard 
and flinty a ll of 
my life, seeking  
only for m yself, 
s e lf is h ly . I had 
piled up qu ite a 
fo rtu n e and was 
v a in -g lo rio u s  at 
my s u c c e s s .  I 
cared  not how 
often I walked on 
others or w hose 
shoulders I climb
ed on—neglecting 

the lawful part of the law, that we may 
climb on others' shoulders only if we 
reach down and pull them up with us. 
I climbed and went on leaving those 
who helped behind me, unrewarded. I 
cared only for self and felt nothing for 
others. Otherwise I was a good man. 
I belonged to a church, which I mainly 
supported. I gave to charity because I 
liked the people around me to realize 
how good I was and also because there 
was a hidden something in me that 
made me fear not to do something of 
the kind, lest my success should decline. 
Would to God that fear had been 
greater and expanded to my daily deal
ings with my fellow men.

Now I have faced death and been led 
across the border and into the Chamber 
of Revelation. My mind it seems has 
been carefully taking complete and 
comprehensive pictures of all my inner 
motives. Here in this projection room 
I sat and saw a motion picture of my 
life as I had motivated it. Not as it may 
have been viewed by others but as I ray-
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self had planned it in the secret cham
bers of my heart and mind. W ith all its 
ruthless planning, its selfish scheming, 
its greed for self. Even the giving I 
had done was a vain, selfish, pompous 
strutting of my wares before others. A 
very sickening spectacle I can tell you, 
when seen as it truly is with all camou
flage, all pretense, cut away. Stark 
naked truth faces you and it is your 
own mind that has kept this complete 
and minute record of your every thought 
and motive. It can't be interfered with 
and it can’t be fooled because it is your 
own thinking, your own motives in back 
of your thinking that imprint them
selves on the film of mind. You may 
forget but what you think and feel is 
carefully and minutely recorded and 
there it is for eternity.

After Death led me from the Cham
ber of Revelation, a chamber of shame 
for me, I was led to the Chamber of 
Cause and Effect or, as some call it, 
Karma. If you touch a hot stove you 
are burned—that is Karma. That par
ticular effect is coincident with the 
cause. Other Karma works out more 
slowly, as for instance, the oak from 
the buried acorn is a longer time in its 
resulting effect. "As ye sow, so shall ye 
reap,” is oh so true. You sow the wind 
and reap the whirlwind. The law of 
germination is a law of multiplicity. 
Laws of the Universe can not be set 
aside. This Chamber was no more com
fortable to a man of my type than the 
other, for here I saw what I had sown. 
I had caused this man to lose his life 

(C oncluded on P age 416)
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The "Cathedral of the Soul" Is a Cosmic meeting place for all minds of the 
most highly developed and spiritually advanced members and workers of the 
Rosicrucian Fraternity. It is a focal point of Cosmic radiations and thought 
waves from which radiate vibrations of health, peace, happiness, and inner 
awakening. Various periods of the day are set aside when many thousands 
of minds are attuned with the Cathedral of the Soul, and others attuning with 
the Cathedral at this time will receive the benefit of the vibrations. Those who 
are not members of the organization may share in the unusual benefits as well 
as those who are members. The book called "Liber 777" describes the periods 
for various contacts with the Cathedral. Copies will be sent to persons who 
are not members by addressing their request for this book to Friar S. P. C., care 
of AMORC Temple, San Jose, California, enclosing three cents in postage 
stamps. (P lease state whether member or not—this is important.)

THE ASPIRING SPIRES

H ER E was a per
iod in the time of 
man’s evo lu tion , 
growth and devel
opment, when he 
believed th at the 
greatest and most 
noble of his spir
itual a sp ira tio n s  
and re fle c tio n s  
could better be ex
pressed by build
ing edifices upon 
the tops of which 

towered spires pointing upward into a 
Heavenly Kingdom. Man seemed to be
lieve that as he erected these material 
structures which aspired to reach into 
the heavens, he lifted himself upwardly 
into those realms and found there the 
spiritual peace and attunement for

which his soul was longing. In many 
centuries these builders of cathedrals 
and spires vied with one another in try
ing to express the loftiness of their spir
itual qualities by building the spires 
higher and higher until they came to 
realize that there was a limit to the 
material expression of their uplifted 
consciousness.

But when it comes to the sincere and 
devoutly religious person, he soon finds 
that there is no material limit to the up- 
liftment of his co n scio u sn ess  and 
thoughts, and that no spires upon cathe
drals, no towering edifice, no specially 
selected site or location is required for 
the temple of his soul. He discovers 
that the kingdom of the soul is the king
dom of the universe and that the cathe
dral of his soul is an intangible, im
material sanctum that is resident in the
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Kingdom of God, and in which the 
Consciousness of God and the con
sciousness of millions of others like 
himself dwell in ecstacy, meditation and 
prayer.

Our little booklet, entided Liber 777, 
points out the way by which aspiring 
man with uplifted thoughts and con
sciousness can attune himself with the 
real Cathedral of the Soul and dwell 
there in meditation and prayer and re
ceive all of the sanctity, all of the bene
fits, all of the sacraments, that God be
stows upon man in his desire for re
ligious and divine attunement. If you 
have not read this little booklet, and 
have not followed the simple methods 
for attuning yourself to such sacred 
periods of religious expression, send for 
the little booklet today, at no obligation 
of a financial nature, and participate in

this world-wide, universe-wide agree
ment and attunement with the Cosmic 
and the Creator of all that exists. 
Thousands are ready to participate with 
you and help you, and you will find in 
this indulgence of the soul, in the spir
itual attunement of the soul, in the 
privacy and quietness of your own 
home or the open country, a greater op
portunity for the divine part of your
self to find simple and honest expres
sion, and for your mind and body to 
receive all of the blessings of the uni
verse. It will be like a tonic and an in
spiration and a school of divine wisdom. 
It will become the greatest joy in your 
life, making for the greatest peace and 
harmony that man can ever find. Send 
for the little booklet today and begin 
this month of your life to participate in 
this universal Cosmic joy.

V  V  V

All Is Not Gold
By R uth Evelyn F leming

HO has not pon
dered the question 
— How am I to 
know true values? 
that is, re la tiv e  
values, for we ob
serve that the law 
of compensation is 
unfailing. Dealing 
with alm ost any 
subject, it is safe 
to say  th at the 
gloss, as the ma
jority see it, is the 

thing for which they would exchange 
what they have.

There are many fair examples of the 
thing I am trying to illustrate. A man 
is not satisfied with his marital life. He 
divorces his wife and remarries, only to 
discover that the second wife has a few 
faults more serious than the first. Or, 
one would have the career which he 
fancies has been sacrificed for what he 
now has, no matter what his present 
possessions. Again, another wants 
stock certificates that will some day
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bring him wealth through some miracle 
or other unheard of turn of affairs, this 
in exchange for his government bonds. 
But there is no use to enumerate, or to 
go into detail on subjects so familiar to 
us all, if not through actual experience, 
then from the columns of the daily 
newspapers.

All the while we have in our posses
sion the object of our search. It is like 
being too close to a fine painting to ap
preciate either its beauty or value. Often 
what we have thought to be the gold, 
turns out to be but tinsel. I suppose it 
would scarcely pay to be too well satis
fied with things as they are, therefore 
even the tinsel has its place in the fit
ness of things; it is the bait that entices 
us through the school of experience we 
call living.

But even though it has its place, it 
tires us to keep such pace, so—weary of 
the search abroad we turn our sight in
ward and lo! sequestered in our own 
domain, the gold we sought elsewhere 
in vain.



T he Soil and Health
By Frater Eric F. Powell, D. Sc., F. B. B. A. (Eng.), D. O.
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H E  sou rce  of all 
life is, of course, 
the Infinite Spirit 
which is Life. In 
th is b r ie f s ta te 
m ent I w ish to 
d iscu ss L ife  on 
the physical plane 
on ly . W h ile  we 
e x i s t  b y  a n d  
through the oper
ations of Spirit in 
its various forms 
of vibratory activ

ity it is also true that the effect of Spirit 
on the matter which forms the physical 
being is largely determined by the na
ture and chemical balance of the latter.

"Cleanliness is next to Godliness” is 
a popular saying; but it would be ac
curate to say that "Cleanliness is a part 
of Godliness." A master-musician can
not produce the best music from an ill- 
tuned instrument, in fact he may bring 
forth nothing but discord; but the fault 
lies in the instrument and not in the 
musician. Even so, Spirit cannot pro
duce the harmony of radiant well-being 
from the most marvelous mechanism in 
creation, the human organism, if that 
mechanism is "out of tune.” Health is 
harmony of mind and body: a state in 
which Spirit has an uninterrupted, 
rhythmic flow throughout the entire be
ing. Disease (the name speaks for it
self: dis-ease) means a lack of harmony: 
a state of unbalance between mind and 
body wherein matter resists the peace
ful operations of Spirit.

Scientific investigation has proved 
that nutrition is the physical basis of

Life; when I say "nutrition” I use the 
word in its broadest sense: the absorp
tion by the body of all substances, ma
terial and etheric. necessary for the con
tinuation of the bio-chemical processes 
in the human organism. When the 
blood is supplied with all the elements 
required for these Life-processes, and 
when every cell is vitalized with the 
biotic substances necessary to its exist
ence, then a state of good health is 
established. Immediately normal nutri
tion is interfered with, the symptoms of 
disease become manifest.

Disease is caused by the accumulation 
within the organism of morbid materials 
resulting from wrong and excessive 
feeding, as well as those from destruc
tive emotions which liberate their own 
toxins of a very subtle nature. Every 
acute disease is Nature's effort to bal
ance the system chemically and restore 
the normal. Chronic disease is the 
failure of the organism to establish a 
state of chemical (or atomic) equili
brium, which means that the system 
does not receive Spirit vibrations in the 
biological manner intended, for it is 
not "tuned in” on account of the defects 
in its receptive mechanism due to in
ternal morbidity.

The taking of drugs only makes mat
ters worse, for instead of removing 
causes they only add to the foreign ac
cumulations and further interfere with 
vibratory activity. The injections of 
serums accomplish nothing of value, for 
the idea is still further away from 
physiological healing, and the ultimate 
consequences are evil in the extreme;
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indeed, the harm that has been caused 
by these experiments has had such a 
far-reaching effect that the resulting 
mental and physical devastation is noth
ing short of terrible. W e are paying the 
penalty in our well-filled asylums, our 
shaky politics, our social decay and our 
international helplessness. The mental
ity of many of our statesmen savours of 
the brain power of the animal life which 
forms the main proportion of their daily 
food, while the public feeds on lifeless 
foods and. when ill, is doctored with 
similar substances — no wonder chaos 
exists! The real health scientist of today 
is he whose study is man.

Vital, brilliant minds are needed to 
straighten out the horrible tangle of 
human affairs, and such brains can be 
produced only through sincere attention 
to the physical basis of Life. Brains can 
be nourished and stimulated only by 
substances physiologically suited to 
their requirements. Even a fine engine 
will not maintain mechanical efficiency 
for long when run on inferior fuel.

From where do we obtain the sub
stances which repair, build and establish 
healthy brains and physical vitality? 
The answer is that such materials are 
obtainable only from the vegetable 
kingdom. It is not my purpose to argue 
on the meat question in this article, but, 
rather, to stress the importance of fruit 
and vegetables, for it is from the plant 
kingdom that the vital Life substances 
are obtained. However, there are those 
who claim that the most carefully ar
ranged diet will produce no good effects 
in many cases. I agree. The reasons 
are two:

1. The spiritual and psychological 
factors.

2. The food is lifeless.
It is point 2 that I wish to discuss, for 

my own experience as a healer has 
proved to my complete satisfaction that 
most of the non-responsive cases will 
take a rapid turn for the better when 
they partake of vital food. “But,” says 
the critic, "people who live on the so- 
called vital foods remain ill.” I answer 
that the foods although vegetable are 
not always vital, and this brings me to 
the pith of this article. The main reason 
why food fails where it should succeed 
is that crops have been grown on
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starved soil, soil that has not been fer
tilized, or that has been wrongly ferti
lized. Or, again, the crops have been 
gathered before they are ready. Even 
then there is a third point, namely, that 
many surface crops are not eaten for sev
eral days after they have been gathered. 
Lettuce, for example, will lose about 
fifty per cent of its vital mineral content 
twenty-four hours after it has been 
gathered! This means that hundreds of 
thousands of people, especially town 
dwellers, are feeding on vegetables that 
are almost destitute of Life-creating 
elements.

As to the treatment of crops: experi
ments of Mr. Hepburn, a Scottish farm
er well-known to me, who has spent a 
fortune on soil and food investigation, 
have proved that when the soil has been 
dug for not less than twenty-four inches 
the crops produced are never diseased. 
He proved that when the soil has been 
ploughed in a shallow manner the es
sential oxygen does not reach the roots 
of the plants, and the resultant oxygen 
starvation of the plant roots produces 
effects in the crops similar to oxygen 
deficiency in animal life. Incidentally, 
animals that graze on deeply  cultivated 
soil and are fed  on crops grown on 
such soil never develop foo t and mouth 
disease. This proves that the causes of 
disease in both man and animal are the 
same.

Speaking as a biochemic research 
worker may I say that I have come to 
the conclusion that no food, grain, 
vegetable or fruit is fit for eating until 
it is actually ripe. The chemical pro
cesses that go on in the plant do not 
reach their zenith until maturity, and 
only then is the substance of the plant 
in a fit state for nutritional purposes. 
Naturally, the brief space at my dis
posal in a single article does not permit 
me to state all the reasons and argu
ments: that would take a book; but I 
feel that while scientists are searching 
round in wide circles for facts in their 
usual unscientific fashion, the actual 
causes for ill health are simple and ob
vious. Before we can discuss the food 
question we should consider the soil 
which produces the food.

The poorer the soil the greater the 
number of weeds. W hy? Because the 
weeds are provided by Nature to sweet
en and help balance (chemically) the
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impoverished earth. W eeds feed on the 
poisonous excreta of crops, and the 
more inferior the crops the greater the 
number of weeds. Nature never makes 
a mistake, but man will continue to 
make a mess of things generally until 
he reads the open book Nature has pro
vided for him.

Iodine, a substance absolutely es
sential to our endocrine glands, is prac
tically absent from the average diet. 
The remedy is to fertilize the soil with 
the sea weeds which grow on our coasts 
(in Britain and America) in abundance. 
Sea weeds also supply other salts and 
nutritional essentials capable of re

juvenating the soil. I might add that 
sea weeds have been used in some dis
tricts for this purpose with startling ef
fects, although it will probably take an
other generation before the scientific 
minds of the authorities respond to our 
appeals for reason and action. Good 
Mother Earth has been badly treated: 
she has been starved, robbed and 
wrongly doctored with crude chemical 
rubbish and destructive poisons. The 
milk from her breasts will sustain us all 
when she herself has been fed accord
ing to the laws which brought her into 
being.

V V V

THE LEGACY OF GREED
( Concluded from P age 411)

savings through a questionable scheme 
of mine and he had committed suicide. 
It seems I caused that man's death, I 
had murder among all the other noxious 
weeds I had planted in my allotted field. 
I saw a man's child die through lack of 
enough money to take the child to a 
warmer climate, although this man had 
appealed to my sympathies for aid— 
that’s a laugh, my "sympathies." I had 
always underpaid this man and he had 
given great service, which had meant 
more wealth for me and a mere pittance 
for him. I then saw the effect of my 
cruelty and greed for that man: when 
his child died his faith in God's good
ness went out and he became a bitter 
heartbroken man. So it went, on and 
on. W hat a terrible lot of harm one 
man can do in one life time. I was 
actually feeling nauseated and ill after 
I saw the devastating effects of my one 
life of selfishness.

The next chamber Death led me to 
was the law of Reaping. It seems that 
we have to reap what we sow. The man 
whose life savings I had wiped out was 
to be myself in a future life experience. 
The man whose child died because I 
wouldn't pay him his fair wages was 
to be my own experience some day to 
come. God! what am I to do? I ’ve 
created for myself centuries of Hell

through one life of Greed. There is no 
death, there is no oblivion, there is so 
way out. The law is The Law, as re
lentless as the laws of electricity. Use 
it right and it does everything to help 
you—use it wrong and it blasts you.

Life after life throughout eternity 
awaits me and one miserable life can 
spoil it all. The law we hear preached 
—why don't we believe it while we have 
yet time—"Do unto others as ye would 
have them do unto you." There is a 
finality in that law that man cannot 
escape. W hat you do to others you are 
doing to yourself because the law is— 
"W hat ye sow ye shall also reap.”

Death led me on into another Cham
ber. A Chamber of Mercy. It means 
that God in His mercy shows man how 
he can best pay his debts. "For ye shall 
not come out hence until the uttermost 
farthing is paid." I can live such a life 
of sacrifice, where I serve others always 
with no recompense to self whatsoever, 
that I can undo much in one life time. 
That man I turned from God, I will 
have to turn back to God in some future 
time. Oh! my Soul what have I done, 
what have I done? Look—Death and 
destruction on all sides is the work of 
my hands. W hat a terrible legacy is 
Greed!
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Do W e Survive Death?
By  R a lph  M . Lewis, F . R . C.

IL L  you survive 
death? A fte r  the 
close of your short 
span here on earth 
w ill you som e
w here, in some 
o t h e r  p lace or 
world, continue to 
exist, to know, and 
to th ink? T h e se  
are startling ques
tions, I will admit, 
but it is such ques
tions as these that 

frequently jar us loose from our com
placency— that false confidence that we 
have that we know the reason for all 
things and can meet every situation.

The question of whether there is an 
existence after death has been one of 
the greatest mysteries man has ever 
confronted. Most of us dodge framing 
an answer to that eternal question even 
to ourselves, or else we fall back on the 
traditional answers that were given us 
in childhood. Actually it is amazing 
how much more clear a conception of 
life and of living we can have, and what 
happiness and freedom of thought we 
can enjoy, if we attempt an understand
ing of some of these fascinating mys
teries. Most of us avoid delving into 
these intriguing mysteries because we 
do not know how to approach them in 
an interesting and simple way.

Just the other afternoon I was riding 
with a friend of mine in his car. He was 
telling me at length of the recent swim
ming championship his young son had 
won, and the many cups the boy had to 
his credit. I knew that Jack’s love for

his son was nearly equalled by his love 
for sports, so I didn't interrupt his 
lengthy description. As we rounded a 
corner a funeral procession approached 
us, and as it passed our car Jack sud
denly became silent. I looked at him in 
amazement for I had never known him 
to be sentimental about things of that 
nature. Noticing my perplexity, he said, 
“An experience of this kind always 
causes me to wonder about the mystery 
of life after death. I hesitate to doubt 
that we survive death,’’ he continued 
“and yet I hesitate to accept it as an un
questioned fact. In other words, I am 
torn between actual knowledge that 
points to one thing, and faith which de
clares another.”

Jack had unwittingly summed up the 
obstacle that keeps so many persons 
from finding a satisfactory answer to 
that puzzling question: From whence do 
we come, and whither do we go? The 
obstacle, simply put, is the conflict be
tween our knowledge and our mere 
faith in things. In fact, are we quite 
sure that we fully realize the difference 
between the two? Everything that you 
know is truth, at least you think it is. 
If you didn’t, you would disregard it 
and not consider it knowledge. These 
truths, or these elements of knowledge 
which you store in your mind come to 
you through your powers of perception: 
that is, by your sense faculties, your 
sight, hearing, feeling, etc. Everything 
that you perceive then—or that you see 
or hear, for example — is a reality, a 
truth to you.

For instance, the sun has a certain 
color and shape to you; actually it may
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be different, but so far as you are con
cerned, as you see it constitutes your 
knowledge of it. Knowledge, then, is a 
collection of truths by perception.

In faith we have an entirely different 
condition. The truths of faith are not 
personally experienced. W e  don’t see. 
hear, or feel them, but we accept them 
upon the authority of someone. Let us 
take, for example, a renowned astron
omer. From experience we may have 
learned that he has reliable knowledge 
of astronomical phenomena. Therefore, 
when he declares that on a certain day 
the sun’s spots will cause a disturbance 
in the atmosphere, we have [aith  in his 
predictions. To put it simply, we infer 
the truths of his statements from our 
knowledge of his authority. So we can 
say that the truths of faith are derived 
by inference.

Perhaps you ask, “W hat important 
distinction have you actually made be
tween knowledge and faith?" Just this: 
The things of knowledge are the things 
of existence: that is, they are the things 
which we have perceived to have as 
much existence as ourselves. The things 
of faith, on the other hand, are the 
things of probability. W e  have not per
sonally experienced them, and we rely 
upon the assurances of someone or 
something else that they are fact. 
Knowledge, then, is very gratifying be
cause it makes us self-reliant. Obvious
ly we will not intentionally deceive 
ourselves.

Has this analysis robbed faith of all 
of its value? W hen we accept things on 
faith, are we accepting them blindly 
without any means of determining their 
reliability? Nature has given us the 
yardstick of reasoning by which to 
measure the accuracy of the things of 
faith. The things of faith, as we have 
seen, are not concluded from fact, but 
from assumed fact. Reason, on the 
other hand, works with the known. It 
starts with the things which have exist
ence, and which we have actually ex
perienced. Consequently, when we 
reason we combine the particulars of 
our experiences and draw from them 
certain conclusions. These conclusions 
or propositions may be new; we may 
never have experienced them, but they 
are founded upon things with which we 
are familiar.

Let us now suppose that you find 
your reason and your faith conflicting, 
and that as you reason a thing it does 
not agree with your faith in it. You 
then must decide which .— the conclu
sions of your reason or your faith — 
closest approach the truth. The ques
tion immediately before us now is: 
W hat is truth? This is not as difficult to 
answer as you may imagine. Certainly 
we can see that truth is that about 
which we entertain no doubt, and which 
for the time is irrefutable by ourselves 
or anyone else. You might ask, “W hat 
has all this to do with the question of 
whether we survive death?" Just this: 
we have been searching for a guide to 
the answers we seek. Not having actual 
knowledge of existence after death, and 
not desiring to rely solely on faith, we 
shall let the truths of reason lead us.

Let us begin by not presuming to 
know what death is. Let us first ask 
ourselves, "W hat are the common char
acteristics of life?” There is the power 
of a living thing to reproduce itself, to 
grow, and to have sensation, and in the 
higher forms the ability to move about 
or have locomotion. But when we con
sider ourselves we find that we have in 
addition to the faculty of being aware 
of the world around us—the trees, the 
sky, and other things — an inner con
sciousness that makes us realize that 
we are we, and not someone else, and 
that we are separate beings from all 
other things. Then, of course, there are 
the attributes of reason and will. Since 
all of these things then are life, their 
apparent disappearence must be death. 
The fact that the body may remain for 
some time means nothing after these 
functions which are life have dis
appeared.

Now if all those things which we say 
are the properties of life entered the 
body as a single, united agency or con
dition at birth, our investigations would 
be simple, for death, then, would mean 
that they also would be simultaneously 
released to survive. However, each of 
us knows from observation that many 
of these functions of life came as a later 
development and were not present at 
birth. For example: That state of self
consciousness that permits you to 
realize your separate existence was not 
apparent at the time of your infancy. Is 
it then a development also?
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No one has ever seen this mysterious 
agency, this life force which animates 
things—makes them alive. W e  know it 
only by its manifestations, the things it 
does. Furthermore, these manifesta
tions, these various functions in life, 
vary according to whether the living 
thing is a simple cell, a plant, an animal, 
or man. W e need only to study the 
plant on our window-sill to observe that 
it nourishes itself, can assimilate mois
ture and mineral elements, and can 
grow. W e know all too well that dogs, 
cats, and other animals have the faculty 
of sensation, can feel pain and pleasure, 
and that they also have the attribute of 
locomotion; that is, they can move about 
freely. And we have already seen the 
special powers which man has. There
fore, it is obvious that the more com
plex, the more highly developed, the 
organism, the body of the living thing, 
the more elaborate are the manifesta
tions of life which it has. Though each 
of these different levels of living things 
■—plants, animals, and men — reveals 
different manifestations of life, one fac
tor is common to all of them, and that 
is the urge for growth and development.

This innate urge to mature, to reach 
a final stage of development, is dis
played so uniformly, and carried out so 
thoroughly in each succeeding kind of 
living thing, that it gives life an orderly 
nature. In fact, the laws of life are so 
orderly, so dependable, that we cannot 
help but think of them as being intelli
gent. It seems as though the force of 
life was causitive, as though it was the 
conscious direction of a great mind 
seeking to accomplish an end. So we 
speak, therefore, of the intelligence of 
life. Consequently this mysterious agen
cy of life force is not in itself any one 
of those special factors which we at
tribute to man alone, such as the self
consciousness that makes him aware of 
his own being. But this life force can 
and does  become these attributes when 
in man.

Each of you knows, for example, that 
the wind is separately none of the notes 
of the musical scale. Yet it can be all o f  
them  if put through the proper musical 
instruments. From these self-evident 
truths we must conclude that the con
sciousness of self — the ego, the part 
that you call se lf—arises within you and 
that it is the result of this mysterious
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torce of life being combined with such a 
highly developed organism as your 
body.

Let us use the analogy of the musical 
instrument known as the harp to make 
clear this interesting point. W e shall 
presume that the body, your body, is the 
harp, a stringed instrument. The mys
terious force of life we shall call the 
musician. W hen the musician plays 
upon the harp what occurs? Is it not 
harmony, music? W hen the life force 
enters your body, eventually, from that 
combination, as we have seen, comes 
another harmony—that subtle power of 
self-expression, self, the you. W ith time, 
when the harp, old and worn, gradually 
disintegrates, so that the musician final
ly has to cease playing upon it, what 
occurs? The harmony is gone. How
ever, does not the musician still remain, 
does not the composition still exist with
in his mind? He is still capable of pro
ducing it but for the time he is without 
an instrument, therefore the composition 
remains unexpressed—just a thought, a 
potential power.

W hen your body, therefore, due to 
age or illness, finally is no longer able 
to retain the force of life and it leaves, 
its harmony, the self-consciousness, the 
you  is gone also. The harmony of the 
musical instrument cannot linger on 
after the instrument is gone. That is 
clearly self-evident, but the harmony 
has its immortality, its eternal existence, 
in the musical composition which made 
it possible, and it can therefore recur 
time after time whenever capable instru
ments for its expression are provided. 
So, too, the harmony that is you is im
mortal. It is not that personal con
sciousness that you know as John 
Brown or Mary Smith with blue eyes or 
freckles or tall or short, that will sur
vive, but that part of the intelligence of 
the universal life force which gives you 
self-expression in the body you now 
possess. This intelligence of life has 
within it the capability of manifesting 
millions of future personalities, and 
there survive within it the personalities 
of the millions who have gone before. 
They do not have an immortal existence 
as names or as individuals, but as an ar
rangement, an inherent plan of the 
Divine Intelligence, and in that is proof 
of survival after death.
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T he Three Intelligences of the Child
By Edith Brandis

V E R Y  p a r e n t  
should know that 
th ere  are th ree 
types of in te l l i 
gence. They are: 

The Intelligence 
of the Hands 

The Intelligence 
of the Heart 

The Intelligence 
of the Head. 

S h e  s h o u l d  
know further that 
every normal child 

comes into the world with an endow
ment in each of these classifications, 
and that sound methods of child train
ing are attained only when all three are 
taken into account and the mother 
works with, not against, the child’s 
natural bent.

For many years our public school 
system has dealt with the children as 
though there is but one intelligence of 
importance, that of the head. Parents 
are not to blame if they have accepted 
this theory since they are its product, 
but unhappily it is not true. Early child 
training based on that assumption ac
counts for the many grown-ups in the 
world able to do one or two or three or 
a few things instead of the many that 
are required for full and rounded living. 
They are of those, the proper training 
of whose hands and heart intelligence 
has been neglected.

The splendid work of certain organ
izations for child and youth training 
such as the Scouts and the 4 H, are 
based on these knowledges. Unfor
tunately they do not get the child early

enough in his life for true foundation 
laying.

The home is the place for the child’s 
training to begin. The time for it is the 
first day in the life of the child when 
the faculty shows up. The mother is the 
person to begin, and it is she who, in 
the end, determines whether or not the 
abilities the child takes out into the 
world to meet his problems shall ap
proximate his inborn capacity.

One of the tremendously interesting 
things about children is, that no two are 
born with their intelligences in the same 
proportions, any more than they have 
eyes, hair and noses alike. This variety 
of endowment is the thing which pro
vides the mother of several children 
such a wide range of problems in their 
training.

One child will have a strong urge to 
express himself through his hands, and 
may care little for books. Another has 
a beautiful intelligence of the heart, 
which shows in a loving, friendly atti
tude toward all. and he may have frail, 
delicate hands which he will have no 
urge to use. The third may love books 
and learning, in them find his com
panionship and friendship, and have 
no interest whatever in building or 
constructing.

A fourth may have all these intelli
gences as his endowment. He will be 
able to do all sorts of things with his 
hands, he can make friends easily and 
does so. He learns readily from books 
and does school work with pleasure to 
himself, his parents and his teachers.

This last type of child we call 
‘rounded.” There is no doubt that life
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is, on the whole, easier for this type and 
that he does his work as a grown-up in 
the world with less friction and more 
satisfaction to himself than either of the 
others.

It should be the aim of the mother to 
help the child build the "rounded” per
sonality, both for his own sake, and for 
the sake of his future happiness and 
usefulness in the world.

To do this she must know what to 
look for in the very young child and she 
must know how to direct its force.

The Intelligence o f the H ands
Every one who handles young chil

dren knows that a day comes when they 
seem possessed to touch and handle 
everything they see, to the detriment 
and disorder of the home and the an
guish of the mother and homemaker.

This urge is the thing to look for. It 
is the sign that the child's Intelligence 
o f  the H ands is ready to function and 
that it is now time the mother should 
begin to direct it.

In an old •— and happily passing — 
order, the first evidences of the awaken
ing of this faculty were used by the 
mother to begin a discipline, "Don't 
touch! Your hands are dirty." “Don't 
handle! It's daddy's.” "Don't do that. 
You'll drop it!” and if the child didn't 
obey there were reprisals in the form of 
slaps upon the little questing hands.

In due course, so great was the effect 
of constant disapproval and restraint 
upon the child, that the impulse to ex
plore by touch was often killed out and 
the child was left intellectually crippled. 
W ho of us does not know the child who 
bites his or her nails, or is the victim of 
nervous tricks of one kind or another? 
It is the belief of the students of the be
havior of children, that if all of them 
were given as much "self-expression" of 
every kind, as their own activities indi
cate is required, there'd be little picking 
of the nose, scratching of the head, 
tapping of the fingers, or other nervous 
habits that are so infuriating to their 
elders. It has worked this way: the 
mother has repressed the natural ex
pression of the child's increasing ener
gy, which has set up the nervous tricks, 
which now are to be dealt with as best 
one can. It is better to do the right 
thing with understanding in the first 
place.
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It was my pleasure and privilege to 
watch the baby years of a family of four 
children, whose mother knew and at
tempted to reckon with the three types 
of intelligence.

The oldest was a boy with the 
strongest manual urge I have ever 
known. The father was an architect 
and builder, a worker with tools, a lover 
of building as a craft. Tools were in 
reach of the child before he could speak 
plainly.

He was friends with a "Sah ,......Crew
diver," and hammer. He called nails 
“Neels,” and learned how to drive them 
at two and a half. Very early his mother 
played string games with him, "C at’s 
Cradle," and "See Saw." She taught 
him several little finger plays. She pro
vided for him many small objects to 
handle, a set of chessmen for their 
beauty and perfection, a game of domi
noes, one of checkers, a discarded game 
of authors, with which he built houses, 
castles, bridges, using his hands alter
nately, with gradually increasing skill. 
He was permitted to explore by touch 
all sorts of objects in which he showed 
an interest. It is true that sometimes his 
mother might have to take time out to 
help him with the exploration so that 
he might not, unwittingly, damage or 
destroy some valuable object, but if she 
objected to this, certainly her young son 
never knew it. The words, "D on’t 
touch, or I'll slap!” were never heard 
under that roof.

During the years when he was a back 
yard responsibility he was eternally 
trying to make something with hammer 
and saw. He didn't finish what he be
gan, and there was no effort to make 
him do so, for it was realized that he 
was getting his pleasure in the attempt 
at making, not in the finished product 
of his hands and skill.

By no means all children have the 
same urges as he did. W ith some, color 
fascinates and the finest thing a mother 
can place in her child's hands is a set 
of crayolas, and paper. At two and a 
half, at three? Yes, the day you find he 
loves color. The day you hear, as I did, 
in tones of ecstacy, "Oh, purple, purple, 
purple."

A love for fine smooth fabrics, a sort 
of specialized tactile intelligence, is in-



nate in many boys as well as girls. The 
needs of such a child may be met by 
collections of bright scraps of silks, 
satins, velvets and other lovely mater
ials. They may be kept in a box, and the 
little boy or the little girl may be taught 
a fine standard of order beginning with 
their care and handling. Certainly it is 
going to be easier to teach him order by 
means of something he loves than by 
something to which he is indifferent.

Consideration should be given to the 
fact that children's interests and urges 
do not divide along sex lines in the early 
years. It therefore follows that no mat
ter how odd the child's urges seem to 
the parent, a definite positive attempt 
should be made to give them satisfaction.

In the family of which I am telling, 
the second child was a girl. She has 
come along with so great an urge to
ward construction, that her father in
formed her, if she wished to be an archi
tect and builder he would see that she 
had opportunity to learn drafting and 
the other necessary studies. She began 
the use of tools as early as the boy.

Once, when she was about two and 
a half, she watched her mother place a 
pattern on some dress goods and cut 
out a garment. A little later, she took 
from the sewing box a length of goods, 
placed a pattern upon it, and cut out 
what her baby mind thought of as a 
dress for herself.

It speaks well for the mother's under
standing of the urge which caused the 
child to do this, that there was no pun
ishment for the spoiled length of mater
ial. There was only a careful explana
tion, and a provision of goods, and 
"dolly dress patterns," for the little 
child.

The incidents I have related are 
meant to suggest that the urges of chil
dren will have almost infinite variety, 
and much ingenuity shall have to be 
used by parents to satisfy and direct 
them into useful, forceful channels.

T he Intelligence o f the H eart
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At six weeks a baby girl lying on her 
mother's bed would turn her eyes and 
try to turn her head to see any one who 
entered the room. If not touched, pat
ted or otherwise noticed, she would 
whimper and perhaps wail after she was 
left alone. She did not seem to want to

be taken up. She was the youngest child 
in whom I have seen the universal and 
deep instinctive craving for friendship 
clearly indicated.

This intelligence is known as, “The 
capacity for friendship,” as "gregarious
ness,’’ as “Capacity for social adapta
tion." In some phases it is known as 
"personal magnetism.” The test of its 
possession is ability to make and keep 
friends.

The foundation for its development in 
children, who are not strongly marked 
for it to begin on, is the attitude of the 
father and mother in the home toward 
their neighbors, the warmth o f  heart 
with which they view all their social 
relations.

His childish environment, the atmos
phere of the home, is the springboard 
from which the child takes off in his re
lations to others. It is the source from 
which come his thoughts and actions to
ward others, which bring him their 
friendly interest, their indifference, or 
their active dislike.

W ho has not seen the private affairs 
of adults complicated to the point of 
complete disorder by their lack of abil
ity to "get along with people.”

W hat parent wishes to help, either 
actively, or by neglect, to develop traits 
that will get the child hated, that will 
tend to paralyze most of his efforts at 
self help in later life? Not one. It may 
be necessary actually to change one’s 
own ways of thinking, of doing, but that 
is not impossible, given understanding 
of the importance of the task, and 
knowledge of the ways and means to be 
used.

There are several aspects from which 
this subject could be discussed, all of 
them profitable, but I shall choose the 
point of departure of what we call 
"folk” wisdom.

Deeply embedded in the thought and 
the speech of the race are nuggets of 
wisdom, each of which represents vast 
sweeps of human experience. If we re
view these sayings and think clearly of 
their meaning they will yield us the clue 
to the nature of friendship and how to 
establish its beneficent force in the 
individual.

“As a man thinketh in his heart, so is 
he.” refers to the sum, the average level 
of thinking on any one subject, or all 
subjects as the case may be.
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It is as simple as this. If I think two 
cheerful, hopeful, optimistic thoughts to 
three hopeless pessimistic thoughts, and 
if I carry this on all the time, my 
thought tone is going to be pessimistic. 
This thought tone or atmosphere is 
what we call the thinking of the H eart.

"W hat a man sows is what he reaps.” 
"W hat we give we get.” " I f  you want 
to be loved, you must loveable be.” “If 
you take a smiling visage to the glass 
you meet a smile.” W hen we carry this 
over into the thought realm it is plainly 
seen that if our thought tone is un
friendly, antagonistic, with a "chip on 
the shoulder” attitude, if we have a sar
castic tongue and an ungovernable tem
per, the atmosphere of the home will 
tend to remain in a condition not unlike 
the thought tone, and children will carry 
out of that home the attitudes of their 
parents to complicate their living all 
their days.

The antidote to this unhappy condi
tion is, after the attitudes of parents are 
corrected, to teach the child very early 
and very simply the ways of thinking 
and the ways of doing that bring him 
the friendly regard of all he meets.

I do not know of a more valuable 
thought within a child's comprehension 
that he can take from the home than 
this. “ It’s fun to be friends!”

The working corollary of “It's fun to 
be friends,” is, “Let’s get on with the 

ame. It's more fun to play than to 
ght!”
Through these slogans the child 

learns to give friendliness in order to 
get the fun of working at his game or 
project.

This impersonal, tolerant, friendly at
titude toward people and affairs, begun 
early at home, persisted in all through 
childhood, built into all thinking and 
doing, is the best help there is for ad
justment into the larger group, his first 
school.

It engenders the co-operative spirit, 
which is the profoundest working wis
dom of the well trained Intelligence o f  
the Heart.

T he Intelligence o f  the H ead

This is the brain intelligence with 
which, as stated at the beginning, our 
public schools are equipped to deal.
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O f all the intelligences it is the most 
important for one reason, that through 
it we have the power of choice.

W hile we may seem to be ruled by 
the heart intelligence — and some psy
chologists tell us we are motivated in 
nine-tenths of all we do from the emo
tional nature^still the choice of what 
we put into the heart is made with the 
brain.

Through this mind we compare, 
measure, weigh and evaluate the rela
tive worth of things, whether thoughts 
or objects. According to the Truths 
and facts we have accumulated, and ac
cording to what the brain mind tells us 
about them, we make our most fateful 
decisions.

The first evidences of an awakening 
objective mind with which the young 
mother ordinarily has to deal comes 
with the beginning questions of the 
child. This is called intellectual curi
osity  and is a wise and wonderful pro
vision of nature which, when satisfied, 
has a tendency to set the child going in 
his own direction, which is, after all, the 
way we want him to go.

W hat shall the mother of young chil
dren do when the evidences of the bud
ding mind begin? She shall take great 
joy and pride in being able to help the 
child accumulate the knowledges, the 
fact criteria, he will later use as the ma
terial for his thinking.

Now this sounds as though it might 
be a heavy job, but it is only hard when 
there is an unwillingness to take the 
trouble to do it.

To answer questions for the child one 
must either know the answers or know 
where they are found. The attitude for 
the mother to take is this, “I’m going to 
try to answer every sensible question. 
If I do not know the answers I shall 
learn them.” Often one’s own education 
in thinking begins there!

Very early, very early indeed, one 
should show the child where the an
swers to some of his own queries are 
found and guide him toward the process 
of finding them for himself. Let us say 
he asks, "W hat bird with a red head 
pecks a hole in the tree? I saw him, 
mamma!” You tell him a woodpecker, 
but you also show him the page in the 
bird book where the woodpecker is pic
tured, life sized in colors. He takes the



book in his own hands, finds the robin 
with a worm in his beak, just as he ap
pears on the front lawn. He says, 
"Robin bird! Worm! I see!” And if, 
the next time he sees a strange bird he 
brings you the book for you to find the 
picture, you may know that he has 
taken a tiny step toward being a student 
and lover of the birds.

W ith  intellectual curiosity as his 
guide, the child will sooner or later be 
asking questions that will force one to 
read widely, perhaps deeply and broad
ly as well, for the answers. It should be 
an inviolable rule on the part of the 
mother that when the answer is, "I 
don't know!” it should be followed by 
“W e will try to find out!” or "W e  will 
go see." or "W e will get the book." or 
"Daddy will know.”

Unanswerable questions will be ask
ed, but then the answer is, "Nobody 
knows! Maybe, someday, you will be 
the one to find that out!”

I once heard a five year old boy ask 
his mother three of the great questions 
of mankind, within an hour’s time. They 
were, "W ho made the people?” “Where 
does the baby come from?” "W ho is 
God?”

If this mother had not been answering 
questions for an active minded child from 
the day he began to ask them, if she had 
not accustomed herself to straightfor
ward thinking in order to do so, she 
could not have done the wonderful thing 
I heard.

As it was she gave the child answers 
back of which he will never be able to 
go, in words so simple that even a very 
little boy could understand and remem
ber. The lovely mental companionship 
between mother and son was clearly in
dicated by the incident.

Teaching a child to read in the pre
school age should never be attempted in 
the home unless the child has a definite 
flair for early reading. In this case the 
little student usually begins to teach 
himself, and mother discovers it only 
after the process is well along.

To "read and understand many pic
tures," to be acquainted through touch 
and sight with all the natural objects of 
his immediate environment, to have 
habits of accurate observation and ways 
of getting some, at least, of his own in
formation, to be sure of the good will of 
those to whom he may go for informa
tion, so that he will pursue knowledge 
as a matter of course and without fear, 
these are the things the child should 
take from the home into that larger 
world, the school.

If, in this series of little papers I have 
seemed to stress the importance of the 
home and the mother, it is because any 
public school teacher knows that the 
mother is either the incom parable teach
er or the other thing. W e know that she 
has the child at his most formative per
iod, she guides and directs the attitude
acquiring and the habit-forming which 
later determine his whole future for him. 
So, through mothers and the home, the 
future of the whole race is determined!

V V V
An intuitive truth is one that satisfies the emotional as well as the reasoning self. 

Intuitive truths are those which are simply arrived at and appear inspirational. 
Because they seem to flash into one’s consciousness rather than being arrived at, 
they allay suspicion that they may have suffered in the process of reasoning.

— V alidava  r.
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ROSICRUCIAN CHAPTER ACTIVITIES
The Benjamin Franklin Chapter of AMORC. in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, invites all 

Rosicrucian members in the vicinity to avail themselves of the special activities which its 
quarters and facilities provide. You will enjoy the Chapter's exceptional discourses, the 
study experiments, and the contact and association with others of like mind. Meetings 
every second and fourth Sunday at 7:00 P. M., at 1821 Ranstead Street.

The Rosicrucian Chapter in Seattle, Washington, having just moved into larger quar
ters, invites all Rosicrucians in Seattle and vicinity to visit there. The Chapter reading 
room is open week days from 12:00 noon to 4:00 P. M. The address is: 615 Terminal 
Sales Building, First Avenue and Virginia Street. Membership meetings each Monday 
at 8:00 P. M.
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Euch month a paramount question o f the day which engages the thoughts o f millions of 
Intelligent people throughout the world will be considered In this department. Each question 
will be answered by two different Rosicrucian memhera. The answers to the questions are 
not to be regarded as official statements o f opinion o f the editor of this publication, or o f the 
officers of the Rosicrucian Order, AMORC.

“WHAT IS THE BEST FORM OF CHARITY?”
G. A. Preucil, vice-president o f an im
portant firm in a large mid-western 
city, speaks for the type o f business 
man who is sincerely interested in the 
welfare o f fellow beings.

IT  IS my opinion that the best form of 
charity for sufferers from catastrophe 

and sudden disaster is immediate relief 
in all forms necessary to re-establish 
those affected.

The best form of charity for unem
ployables is that which will enable them 
to live most happily without being a 
burden on those with whom they would 
live.

The best form of charity for employ
ables unable to find work, either tem
porarily or for extended periods, is first 
to bring immediate relief—food, cloth
ing and shelter to those without finan
cial reserve and then, for both those 
temporarily unemployed and those un
employed for extended periods, to set 
up such agencies as may be necessary 
to study social and economic maladjust
ments resulting from our continually 
changing social and economic order; 
and as a result of these studies to re
habilitate those whom these changes are 
affecting.

In all cases the several types of or
ganizations necessary to carry out these 
programs must have no political setup. 
The organization must be entirely staff- 

(Concluded on P age 430, Col. 1)
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Sadie Marcy, a public health nurse, 
has had experience with Governmen
tal relief projects and agencies, and is 
well qualified to speak on this vital 
subject.

TH O S E  who through unemploy
ment, illness, or other causes, have 

had to use the Dole, have passed 
through a great experience, a trial in 
practice. The Budget, either on Dole or 
direct Relief .— through a small sum of 
money ■— can be spread thin enough to 
cover the actual necessities of life. It 
does not seem adequate for recreation. 
Most organizations supply medical at
tention, laboratory tests, dentistry, etc. 
Yet, the normal individual expects more 
of life than just the actual necessities, 
though society may consider it is doing 
its best.

Through the ten different Insurance 
and W elfare plans of the Social Secur
ity Act, the Government shares with 
States and private charity the responsi
bility of caring for the aged men and 
women of the nation.

Under the Old Age Benefit Section, 
they have set up a great Federal Insur
ance Plan. In this Act, they have got 
something, though at present it applies 
only to about one-third of our adult 
population. It is the beginning, a start
ing point to commence to help one’s self. 
Employer and employee are both privi- 

(C oncluded on P age 430. Col. 2)
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Self-Consciousness
By H. Spencer Lewis, Ph. D.

E M E M B E R  the 
days when you 
were young and 
you w ere ca lled  
upon to make a 
little speech before 
some audience in 
your home parlor 
or on the Sunday 
School platform or 
at some picnic? Do 
you remember the 
first few attempts 
a t  e x p r e s s i n g  

yourself in words and actions, how self
conscious you felt and how the blood 
seemed to rush to your cheeks, your 
nervous system seemed to quiver, your 
memory seemed to stutter in its recol
lections and even your tongue began to 
stutter in its speech? They call this sort 
of thing "self-consciousness” or "stage 
fright.” Professionals in the business 
world have other names for it, and men 
and women of all ages often suffer at 
different times in their lives from this 
sort of thing.

There are schools attempting to teach 
public speaking and oratory that try to 
tell you how to overcome and master 
this sensation of self-consciousness. Yet, 
it is not a thing that should be cast out 
of the consciousness of the mind and 
body, and it is not a thing to be elimi
nated and destroyed. But it is some
thing that should be controlled and di
rected into its proper channels. W hen 
a young girl is self-conscious or em
barrassed in certain circumstances, it is 
a healthy, normal, and certainly a com
mendable, sign. W e do not like to see a

young woman who is too bold or brazen 
and not at all self-conscious. Nor do 
we like to see a man—no matter how 
powerful he is, mentally, financially and 
socially—who is not conscious of the 
social amenities and of the niceties of 
life, and who is not somewhat timid or 
shy. W e like to see a man who may be 
as strong mentally, as fearless physical
ly, and as powerfu diplomatically, as we 
all believe Napoleon was. But neverthe
less, we like to see such a strong and 
powerful man embarrassed or shy when 
he is suddenly brought into the presence 
of ladies and gentlemen. W e do not 
like to see him strut his majesty and 
exhibit his physical prowess and mental 
domination under such circumstances. 
He should be self-conscious or, in other 
words, conscious of the real self.

Now being self-conscious does not 
mean that a person should be controlled 
by an inferiority complex or that such 
a person should be a wallflower or ex
tremely timid or constantly embarrassed.

Self-consciousness simply means the 
awareness of one's own abilities, one’s 
own strength and weakness, and one's 
own distinct character. Of course, the 
person who is mentally undeveloped, or 
who is mentally unequipped or unpre
pared to meet the emergencies of life, 
is extremely self-conscious under many 
circumstances. W hen a good oppor
tunity in the business or social world is 
offered to such a person, his self-con
sciousness, or consciousness of self, 
arises and seems to say to him, "No, do 
not accept it, you will not be able to ful
fill the obligations. You are not quali
fied to fill or accept such an opportun
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ity!” Now that represents the extreme 
degree of ridiculous self-consciousness. 
On the other hand, the person who is 
cautious and who is truly aware of the 
real self, will accept things with a 
graciousness and a willingness and yet 
explain that he does not want to create 
the impression that he is all-powerful 
and so qualified that he can perform any 
miracle of the business or social world 
or meet any obstacle or opportunity that 
may come before him.

To be truly self-conscious is to be 
conscious of both the spiritual and 
divine and the mental and physical 
constitutions of the human being. Physi
cally one may be unqualified to meet 
many emergencies, but at the same time 
such a person can be mentally qualified 
and prepared to meet any emergency or 
any condition. It is by awakening the 
consciousness within us, and awakening 
the realization of the majesty of the 
power of the inner mind, that we can 
make ourselves impressive to others and 
at the same time add strength to our 
mental and physical abilities. The one 
who is fearful, and timid because of a 
belief in his physical or mental weak
nesses, hesitates under many circum
stances and is lost in the process of

hesitation. On the other hand, the per
son who is fearless because he has a 
realization of his conscious abilities and 
conscious powers, is not necessarily 
bold and brazen but he is not reserved. 
He is ready to accept any normal, nat
ural challenge and to do his best, and 
by that attitude of mind he attracts to 
himself unknown powers and develops 
within himself the dormant abilities that 
enable him to do masterful things.

You can develop this self-conscious
ness to a degree where you can feel the 
mighty powers of the mind and the 
mighty powers of divine and spiritual 
wisdom within you that will not only 
give you full confidence in yourself, but 
will actually awaken and quicken into 
action such mental and physical powers 
as may be dormant.

Consciousness of the self creates and 
begets, attracts and builds up, self
confidence. The highest development of 
the self-consciousness is the same thing 
as the highest degree of self-confidence. 
So we see that self-consciousness should 
not be destroyed or annihilated, but 
should be controlled and directed, and 
that is one of the things that the Rosi- 
crucians explain to those who want to 
know these facts.

PEERING INTO 1939 
Rosicrucian Annual Prediction Booklet

For every result or effect there is a cause. That results must follow their causes is an 
immutable law. Those, therefore, who possess a knowledge of basic causes can with 
certainty predict their inevitable results. That certain causes repeat with such a regularity 
that their periodicity or cycles can be determined far in advance is an established fact to 
astronomers, chemists, musicians, and others who explore nature's phenomena and mys
teries. The economic tendencies of nations and the periodic inclinations of humans to 
certain actions may also be studied and charted as rationally as are the chemical elements 
of matter. For years the Rosicrucians have issued a booklet of predictions—events for 
the succeeding year—free from any form of fantastic ancient, modern, or popular system 
of prognostication or fortune telling, and based upon a studious analysis of such causes. 
Because of the high degree of accuracy of these yearly predictions, the booklets have 
won the respect and confidence of thousands of intelligent men and women throughout 
the world. Therefore, it is with pleasure that we announce our latest brochure containing 
the predictions for 1939, and entitled, "The Czech-er Game of 1939.” Its revelations, in
telligently presented, are perhaps the most interesting and astounding issued by the Rosi
crucian Order to date.

Everyone, whether a Rosicrucian member or not, is entitled to one or more of these 
brochures. Write at once to the address below and request the number of copies you can 
actually use. Your friends will find them exceedingly helpful. The accuracy of the pre
dictions can be determined by the fulfillment of the events presaged by the previous 
booklets of like nature. The booklets are a gift to you. There is no cost or obligation [or 
them, except that you will kindly make them available to others; however, a few postage 
stamps, if you wish to include them, will indeed be appreciated. Order your copies 
today from:

The Rosicrucian Extension Department 
Rosicrucian Park 
San Jose, California
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Many fam ous philosophers and thinkers have been presented In this department through 
excerpts from  their writings. Every civilized land in the world may be represented by in 
numerable teachers and w riters; yet, back o f the individuals may be found other colorful 
Pages from  the Past—the rich heritage o f folk lore and legend preserved by the people of 
each country.

From  time to time we shall present one o f these legends, chosen or related by some 
foreign m ember who is well versed in the folklore o f hiB country or his people- ThiB m onth 
Frater Bernard Kasan o f Palestine has sent us an ancient Hebrew legend which is held 
very highly by both the Arabic and Jewish peoples. In it we may And the outline o f numer
ous subsequent Princess-in-the-Tow er legends and fa iry tales.

In connection with this legend o f K ing Solom on’s Tower, Frater Kasan says: “ It is an 
interesting fact to note that at the time o f the dispersion o f the Jews to the different coun
tries in the w orld, they all took this legend as a remembrance o f the glorious times when 
Judea was ruled by the wise and just K ing Solomon and the Jews were a strong and pow er
ful nation. So, lately, when a famous scientist had compared the versions o f the legend 
that he collected from  the Jews o f various countries, he was amazed at the almost identical 
relation o f the narratives.”

KING SOLOMON’S TOWER
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IN G  SO LO M O N
had a d au gh ter 
who was consider
ed the most beau
tiful of all the girls 
in his and su r
rounding k in g 
doms. From child
hood on she a l 
ways kept a lo o f 
from the noisy  
court and loved 
to w ander in the 
beautiful and spa

cious gardens of the palace. W hen she 
became of age. princes from all parts of 
the world came to claim her hand in 
marriage, but she refused them all.

The king, who valued her above all 
his possessions, was quite disturbed by 
her attitude; so, one starry night, he 
climbed to the roof of his palace to de
cipher the stars and learn who would be 
his daughter's future husband. When 
he had read their message he was very

mortified! They had prophesied that her 
future husband would be a poor man 
and not of royal descent. But the king 
devised a plan by which he was sure he 
could escape the prophecy.

He chose an island where no ships 
were known to pass, and there he built 
a tower which contained many large 
and luxurious rooms, and all that was 
dear to the princess’ heart. On it was a 
flat roof encircled with a wall so that 
the princess could go up and refresh 
herself in the open air; for she was not 
allowed to leave the tower, and no one 
was allowed to enter her rooms unless 
she called.

To guard her, he had 70 eunuchs who 
were on the lookout at all hours of the 
day. Each day before sunset a little 
boat containing a courier would come to 
ask the princess’ health; but even this 
was not allowed to approach within an 
arrow’s flight of the tower. If every
thing was in order a white banner was 
to be waved, but if any trouble arose, or
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the princess was ill, then a red banner 
was to be waved.

So lived the princess in complete con
tentment. And the eunuchs guarded her 
faithfully, for no others were as loyal 
as they to their king.

II

In the city of Acre lived a family of 
writers who—although they were very 
skilled and their works honored by the 
inhabitants of Acre — were poverty 
stricken and unable to support their 
huge family. One of their sons, a hand
some lad of about 19 years who was 
considered the wisest among his broth
ers, decided that it would be best for 
him to leave his family and journey to 
another part of the kingdom to seek his 
fortune, and so relieve his parents of an
other mouth to feed. So. one day, he 
set out on the road with nothing but 
some dried figs and a loaf of bread, and 
his stick. As he was a carefree lad this 
sort of life appealed to him very much 
and he was quite happy.

During the summer his lot was quite 
satisfactory. He used to sleep in the 
open fields, with a stone at his head for 
a pillow. He also used to chase the 
birds and hunt wild animals with the 
bow and arrow he had constructed dur
ing his travels, so that he had enough 
food. In the villages he used to listen 
to the tales of sages and to their theories 
on life, and was often refreshed and en
couraged by the advice he received.

But when the fierce winter came, with 
its winds and rain storms, the plight of 
the lad became miserable. One evening 
while he was walking through an open 
field without any dwelling in sight, he 
was caught in a rain storm. The wind 
and the rain penetrated to his very 
marrow as he walked, and he felt very 
miserable and despaired of finding a 
place to sleep, when suddenly in his 
aimless wandering he spied a skeleton 
of an ox that had died in the field. W ith 
a blessing to God who had provided 
him with a bed to sleep in, he crawled 
in between the ribs and curled up to 
sleep.

After a few minutes passed, he heard 
a loud flapping of wings, and, before he 
could do anything, a gigantic eagle 
swept down and, grasping the skeleton 
in its strong claws, flew away taking 
the astounded lad also. It flew on high
Four hundred (wenty-nine

er and higher and, after flying for a long 
time, finally landed on King Solomon’s 
tower, apparently to rest and peck at 
some of the rotten meat scraps. W hen 
the youth saw that he was on a safe 
place, he crawled out and chased away 
the eagle. All night long he sat in the 
rain and could not sleep because of the 
cold and hunger he experienced.

In the morning the skies had cleared 
and the princess came to the roof as she 
was accustomed to do every day. W hen 
she saw the youth she was very startled, 
and asked him from whence he had 
come and in what way. He then related 
how he was carried off to the tower by 
the eagle, and finished by saying that 
he was in great despair, because he 
could see no way to get off the island, 
as he had not seen any boats all the 
time he was on the roof. The story 
touched the princess’ heart, so she 
secretly led him down to her room, and 
then she fed, bathed, and clothed him. 
^Vhen she had done this, she saw what 
a comely lad he was and how kind and 
wise, so that soon she fell deeply in love 
with him.

Of these happenings, the eunuchs 
knew nothing, so that when she used to 
leave her room and inform them of her 
health, they thought she wanted to save 
them the trouble of ieaving their guard 
posts, and they paid little attention to 
the circumstances.

After the lad had been there for some 
time, she acquainted him of the fact 
that she loved him and asked him if he 
would take her to be his wife. The lad, 
on hearing this, vowed that he was her 
slave, and had loved her from the very 
minute he set eyes on her, but was 
afraid of insulting her, so he had kept 
quiet about it. After many endearments, 
they both bound themselves to a cove
nant of marriage by letting some blood 
out of their veins, mixing it in a bowl 
and partaking of it.

O f all this the eunuchs were blissfully 
unconscious, and they guarded the wall 
unceasingly.

Ill

But, sooner or later, all secrets are 
revealed, and when the guards learned 
of this affair, they lived in steady terror 
of what the king would do when he
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found out. So, one evening when the 
courier came in the boat he was startled 
to see the red banner waving. Hurrying 
back to the king he told him what he 
had seen. W hen the king heard of this 
he sailed in great haste to the tower 
with members of his court. As they 
entered the tower his heart contracted in 
fear at the looks of anguish and terror 
on the guards’ faces. Upon asking the 
head guard the meaning of all this sor
row, the man fell on his knees and told 
the king what had happened. W hen the 
king heard this he became enraged and 
ordered his daughter to be brought 
before him.

As the princess entered she walked 
up to her father composed and de
termined. The king on seeing this, be
came doubly enraged and demanded in 
a loud voice that she explain herself. 
She then fell on her knees and implored

her father not to be angry at her, be
cause all that had happened was an act 
of God and that she and the youth were 
tied together in a blood covenant and 
could not be separated.

W hen the king had heard this, he sat 
in deep thought for a few minutes, then 
he ordered the youth to be brought be
fore him. When this had been done, 
the king was surprised at the comely 
and intelligent features of the lad. He 
then asked the lad from whence he had 
come and from what family. After that 
he propounded some deep and difficult 
problems and was very pleased at the 
lad’s intelligent answers. He then faced 
his daughter and, with a smile of glad
ness, declared that she had chosen well, 
adding, "W hen the Lord willeth, man’s 
plans and wiliness avail him nothing.” 
And the elders nodded their heads in 
complete agreement.

V V V

QUESTIONS OF THE TIMES
(C oncluded from  P age 425)

By G . A . Preucil

ed by those who have made intensive 
study of the problems involved and 
who, by their performance, have demon
strated their ability.

It is clear that caring for our needy 
merely by some form of dole, or unem
ployment insurance, is treating the real 
problem in much the same manner that 
headache powders are used to relieve 
the pain of a headache. In neither case 
is the treatment being applied to the 
underlying fundamental causes.

As a nation we have made vast 
strides in the utilization of the wonders 
of science for the production of our ma
terial needs. W e seem to have lost sight 
of the fact that unless we can control 
these marvelous processes and develop 
our ability to utilize them for the en
richment of the lives of all, we are losing 
rather than gaining in our efforts to ad
vance civilization.

The best form of charity is that which 
will take as its larger task the under
standing and gradual solution of the 
conditions which make most present day 
charity necessary.

By Sadie M arcy

leged to contribute to this fund. So, in 
this instance, an effort is being made 
in the right direction; but is it enough 
when it does not include the population 
as a whole?

Men and women, young and old, all 
would welcome a readjustment of the 
present economic situation, so that they 
might have suitable work; a chance to 
earn their daily bread, and receive suf
ficient salary in payment for their labor. 
W ork for all, planned and graded ac
cording to their aptitudes and abilities. 
It might be accomplished if every effort 
and every cent available now for Un
employment Insurance and for Charity 
were pooled and used through proper 
channels for this purpose.

The best form of Charity is to be 
given the opportunity to work, to labor, 
to achieve, to learn through experience, 
to help others, and by so doing, to help 
one’s self.
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Karma-Mates
ANOTHER PHASE OF THE LAW  OF COMPENSATION 

By Soror Dena L. Stahl

O A N D  fro upon 
the fa ce  of the 
earth the love-lorn 
tra v e l in search  
o f th e ir “ Soul 
M a te s .” T h e y  
scan the faces of 
th e ir o p p o sites ; 
they sen se th e ir 
auras; they search 
their own h ea rts  
and finally they 
find one who fits 
the pattern woven 

into their own emotions. And the twain 
meet and vow eternal alliance “until 
death do us part.”

W hat does it all mean, if anything? 
Very shortly these same “Soul Mates” 
decide that they are mismated. So they 
start seeking again. Some fly to the 
divorce court immediately upon their 
discovery, and from that point of de
parture they become eligibles in the 
marriage mart until they find another 
mismate, and so on until they finally 
pass through transition disillusioned, 
lost seekers. Others remain with their 
mismates as a sort of social and eco
nomic security, and secretly seek the il
lusive soul pattern, often thinking they 
have found the adored and indulging in 
illicit love scenes which are more soul 
disturbing than soul satisfying.

From each such love enthrallment 
they awaken in nauseated disappoint
ment only to find that when the veil of 
glamour and romance is removed they 
have met just another Earthling. W ith 
each marriage there must be the process
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of adjustment to the other’s peculiarities. 
The sharp comers of disagreement be
tween them must be slowly worn down 
by tolerance and forbearance. And be
cause this process requires real work, 
ingenuity, perseverence, and self-efface
ment they fly in the face of both natural 
and Cosmic law and say, "I will no 
longer face it.” They want freedom 
from this yoke that shackles them to a 
life of restraint, forgetting momentarily 
that their whole life’s ambition was cen
tered upon the acquisition of the one 
being who—apart from all the others— 
should bring them happiness; unaware 
that happiness comes not from the other 
fellow, but from their own adaptation 
to rising situations and their ability to 
solve the ensuing problems.

The unrest that is prevalent in mun
dane society is also obvious in our own 
circles. The pleasing of desires, the 
satiation of the senses is demanded in
stead of self denial and endurance.

W hen someone tells me that he 
(or she) has just discovered a "soul
mate” I am tempted to remark that 
"Soul Mates” are nothing but “Karma 
M ates.”

Let us look at this squarely. If your 
present Soul Mate (or what you look 
for in your present union) is only a 
Karma Mate, what then is the difference 
between these two terms?

During all your past cycles—and you 
must have had many —- in which you 
wandered in outer darkness of the ma
terial senses, you made many enemies; 
you wronged many friends; you hurt 
many loved ones; you caused much
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grief. The cuts were deep, leaving ugly 
scars in the hidden recesses of your 
personalities. These great gulfs and 
chasms separated the distance between 
you and the injured one. These fixed 
channels must be spanned with a Bridge 
of Love, and the uttermost farthing has 
not been paid until the span is com
pleted in love. So long as you find dif
ferences to quarrel about, so long as you 
fly to separation, so long as you make 
new enemies and hate others, just so 
long you meet nothing but Karma- 
Mates in your cycles of sojourn on 
earth. If you cannot endure your com
panion now, how would you like to meet 
the same one in each cycle of material 
existence without the hope of meeting a 
new one? It bears thinking about. You 
know you create your own future ac
cording to the seeds you sow in this life, 
and you begin next time just where you 
leave off at transition.

So while you anxiously scan the faces 
of others, eager to catch a love gleam, 
be assured it is but the call of an an
guished soul in distress seeking to annul 
and to rectify a grievous wrong. And 
when that call comes under the guise of 
romance and you have once answered 
it in same and vowed to complete the 
pattern of love, to brace one more plank 
in the Bridge of Love, do not fly from 
your assigned and accepted task, but 
put on the yoke of restraint if need be 
and buckle on the harness of tolerance 
and continue until your vow "of death 
do us part" releases you and liberates 
your soul in the last link of the chain 
to completed perfection.

I do not mean that you should go on 
fighting and straining at the bonds of 
matrimony with hate and friction in the 
relationship, but I do mean that if the 
majority of you who get married would 
devote your lives and minds to each 
other, to your personal tasks, and to the 
proper raising of children for good citi
zenship, there would be no time to think 
of seeking unattained "Soul Mates," 
nor time to become bored or even to 
think you are abused because you are 
not being loved and adored like a movie 
star—on the screen. The stars do not 
live like that in their own homes either 
.—please grow up and let a fairy tale be 
a fairy tale!

If you could each understand that 
you have a duty toward the other and

to the children — and there should be 
children — and leave others to their af
fairs, then the tempter would never get 
a foothold. If you do not look at the 
other person with speculative eyes of 
desire, wondering if he or she is the one 
long sought for; if you never seek in the 
first place after having married the one 
of your choice, there could never follow 
the physical delirium of departure from 
the path, for in what direction you list 
your attention there the heart eventually 
follows. So if you keep your hearts and 
eyes on the vision and union of your 
home, closely locked in each other's 
fortress, no stone will crumble to let in 
the enemy to your happiness, because 
you are both there constantly guarding 
and rebuilding, not with selfish attention 
to each other, but with diligent care to 
your respective duties.

From the day that you are married 
there must begin the process of mellow
ing toward a perfect adjustment, and in 
this each must part with those traits of 
character which most annoy the other, 
and in small and big things be tolerant. 
It is not necessary to keep on looking 
for faults in the other that upset you, 
all you have to be concerned with is that 
you drop the things that antagonize; 
and what you do not like in the other 
you should refuse to see. I am not 
speaking to one alone and condoning 
the other, I am speaking to each in
dividually. If you were fighting over 
something, I would say to both of you, 
"just be still and smile, for silence will 
heal your difficulties." It does not mat
ter who is right or wrong, there does 
not need to be any quarreling. A few 
moments of meditation and self analysis 
will reveal to you the truth of my state
ment, and the truth of your contention, 
and by that time your anger has van
ished. If each overlooks the faults of 
the other, if each tries to consider the 
other, and neither one holds the thought 
that the other is inconsiderate, selfish
ness and grievious self-pity would soon 
fade out of the picture.

One should not always expect atten
tion from the other, for such might be 
inconsistent with the other's nature, nor 
should you force your attention on the 
other, for to over-insist on anything is 
crude and brings only heartaches and 
irritation. It is an uncultured person 
who does not learn to check rash im-
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pulses after a few disastrous attempts 
at forcing his or her attention when not 
desired, for sometimes kindness can be 
utter cruelty. Learn to be guided by the 
checks and urges of Intuition; it is a 
voice that speaks with unfailing sure
ness if you will but learn to listen to it.

Flying into rebellion because the 
other does not conform to your pattern 
is not the way a mystic should act. If 
you dwell in the midst of good thoughts 
or lift your minds to the Cosmic Con
sciousness and dwell in Divine har
mony, you can not hear anything even 
though you are in the midst of Earth
lings’ discordant wranglings.

If your husband takes your pet guest 
towel to wipe his greasy hands, know 
that it can be washed: if he destroys it. 
you can buy another; if not, you can do 
without. It has served its purpose, and 
like all passing things it has passed. If 
he continues to annoy you in like man
ner, instruct him with kindness—maybe 
he lacks such polished culture. If your 
wife scorches the eggs for breakfast, cut 
off the burned part and eat the eggs, 
and feel assured that it will not be re
peated, if it is, just keep cutting it off, 
eventually, if she is not too stupid, she 
will take the gentle hint and cook them 
properly. If she is too stupid, then she 
would be too stupid also to be offended 
if you showed her how to cook, so you 
could proceed with such instructions 
with perfect equanimity. Learn your 
a b c’s of how to live together and you 
will have no difficulties.

It is when each tells the other to lay 
down his pet peeves in preference of 
first person first—“I will if you will”'— 
that trouble starts. If you look within 
yourselves for any trouble and friction 
that you encounter, you will find much 
of the other's retaliation is but reflec
tions to your negative attitude. Do not 
attempt to change the other except 
through loving example, and do not huff 
yourself up when the other attempts it 
in gross ignorance. Each must be con
cerned only that he does not continually 
take offense at the other’s peculiarities. 
Tolerantly say that such little things 
do not count, and before long there will 
be perfect harmony and perfect union. 
Learn to lean on Intuition, it will tell 
you when you encroach on the other 
person's sacred ground. Learn to con
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sider all insults as jokes and laugh 
heartily, you bend the sting.

“You can change yourself more ef
fectively than you can the other fellow." 
Again I repeat, I am not speaking to 
one alone, for it applies to both. The 
one-sided families are never happy. 
There is either oppression or inhibition, 
which can only result in tyranny and 
tears, which in turn evaluate Karma. 
Then follows another cycle of living 
with the same set-up in the same family 
circle in order that you may be found 
strong enough to meet your tests and 
trials and learn to endure together in 
Love. As often as you fail to meet your 
conditions you have to return to the 
same problem, cycle after cycle without 
seeming progress. W hat are you gain
ing towards the end you seek? Each 
time you are no nearer to meeting your 
"Soul Mate” than formerly.

Let us strive to be content with what 
we have, building our futures upon the 
rock on which we stand-—solid—square! 
"God wants strong souls” that have 
proved themselves worthy of the high
est gifts of heaven.

W hen you have completed all your 
obligations to your Karma Mates and 
have wedged the last link in the Chain 
of Perfection and the last plank in the 
Bridge of Love, then you are eligible to 
return to earth fitted to find a mate who 
has also a completed Karma. Such a 
marriage then, becomes a perfect union 
with perfect harmony existing in daily 
lives. They do not tell each other what 
to do or not to do, or how to act, nor 
do they look for earthly romance: their 
love is an immaterial love, you would 
not be ready for that kind of love. "You 
couldn't take it.” You would accuse the 
other of being too impartial, and human 
frailty cannot endure impartiality — it 
wants personal attention.

"But such unions happen only once 
in a thousand cyles, perhaps never,” as 
it has been said. So, dear disappointed 
creatures of the Elusive Mind, do not 
look for the faces of your loved "Soul 
M ates,” but turn your eyes to your 
earthly companions and light them with 
the affection that grows and glows with 
the fire of Eternal Love, consuming in 
its process of purification all the dross 
and chaff of your carnal natures until 
you stand as evolved beings, beautiful 
as the open Rose on the Cross of Gold.

■j  -  -  -
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THE SOURCE OF JOY 
By W alter A. Finch

T IS all very well 
to say that Happi
ness is functional, 
th a t H appiness 
co n sis ts  in the 
fulfillment o f func
tion. Yet this is 
but half a tru th , 
and hardly a defi
nition. Upon ana
lysis the thought 
s tr ik e s  us th at 
Happiness is in it
self a f u n c t i o n ,  

and is, therefore, a cause as well as an 
effect. Happiness is that indefinable 
something which emanates from the 
sense o f  the eternal fitness o f  things — 
it resides in the urge to fulfillment as 
well as in the fulfillment itself—-it re
sides in anticipation as well as in realiza
tion, is never complete in either alone 
because dependent on the Ideal which 
is really a form of anticipation, but is 
rather an alternative flux, from antici
pation to realization, to anticipation — 
hence the Pursuit of Happiness remains 
a pursuit and cannot be found in the 
resolution of the anticipated event into 
a concrete state of unalloyed and un
changing static bliss.

W e perceive then that Happiness, 
being contingent upon and inherent in 
ideals, is fully as abstract and intangible 
as our ideals—a state existing half in 
imagination and half in realization.

And since Happiness is resident in 
ideals, and since ideals are never fully 
realized because all ideals constantly 
change in the process of realization, 
then never can Happiness be com
pletely realized until our ideal of it be
comes compatible with the laws govern
ing the state—the sense of eternal fit
ness. This sense is intuitive, not objec
tive. Each step in the achievement of 
the ideal adds som ething new  in the 
way of anticipation, our ideal is ever 
and eternally in advance of complete at
tainment, and thus it is that Happiness 
is experienced as a process of anticipa
tion and resolution, and not in the 
realization of any one  given ideal. So 
long as the process of resolution persists 
Happiness is possible, as soon as it 
ceases Happiness ceases as a natural 
result, and ennui follows.

Ennui, however, is not a state of true 
unhappiness—it is the uneasy medium 
between positive happiness and its op
posite, unhappiness. Both Unhappiness 
and Ennui are predominantly states 
rather than processes, since both par
take of the quality of monotony, or 
stasis; that is, lack of change. Unhap
piness is the result of seeming impedi
ments to the resolution of the ideal, ob
stacles which seemingly prohibit its 
realization. Either state, through the ac
cumulative and inhibitive force of mono
tony, may lead to states of despair, or 
complete cessation of the imaginative

Four hundred thirty-four



ideal; and since no true ideal seems pos
sible of realization, despair often seeks 
resolution in artificial states, in a dull
ing of the consciousness through drugs 
or even more drastic measures.

The Source of Joy is thus to be 
sought in the evolutionary process of 
resolution of ideals. Since all ideals are 
dependent on the conscious status of 
any given personality, the possibility of 
the degree of Happiness obtainable is 
limited to the kind and degree of ideals 
which may be developed within the 
range of that conscious status—if these 
ideals must be limited to a sensory 
manifestation the result will hardly at
tain to more than a degree of Pleasure. 
Pleasure may be compared to Happi
ness in its immediate effects, but its 
cycle is neither so long nor is it pro
gressive as is true Happiness. Pleasure 
is the immediate result of realization of 
ideals, usually of a more or less sensory 
nature, rather than of a progressive 
evolutionary nature—Pleasure is more 
evident in the expression of bodily func
tions, while Happiness manifests in the 
conscious, or mental functions. Pleasure 
being of but momentary duration is soon 
satiated, and of no particular progres
sive value. Nevertheless, it may be said 
to have a cumulative value—as soon as 
one pleasure ideal is dissipated another 
must arise to take its place, and it is 
first through the sensory realizations of 
experience that the basis of comparison 
is laid for the development of conscious 
ideals.

The Vision of Happiness of a person
ality reflects the evolutionary needs of 
that particular consciousness, since it is 
through the realization of this “ideal of 
desirability” that the consciousness 
imagines Happiness may come; and it is 
also through resolution of this ideal that 
some degree of knowledge is made 
manifest—through disillusion, the great 
teacher. When the ideal fails of the 
anticipated lasting pleasure imagination 
adds to the ideal that quality which 
seems to be lacking in the present 
realization, and resolution of this higher 
ideal is again sought, that a permanent 
pleasure may be attained. This illusion 
of the permanence of the state of 
Pleasure resides in the exaggerated 
anticipation which the newly conceived 
ideal promises, but never quite fulfills.

Therefore we may say that the source
Four hundred thirty-five

of Joy really is functional — that antici
pation borrows from the potential result 
the necessary amount of energy with 
which to start operations—perhaps this 
is why the net result seems less than the 
anticipated result which we beheld at 
the beginning; and certain it is, that the 
pleasurable shock of surprise that comes 
to us unanticipated has a quality all its 
own, a quality for the moment almost 
unalloyed. W hile we admit that the 
source of Joy is functional, deriving 
from anticipation and the process of 
conscious functions, the fact remains 
that the condition  of Happiness itself 
hinges upon the more or less successful 
issue of the resolution of those ideals 
which approximate true perfection as in
tuitively conceived— lor no real happi
ness can issue from that state where 
anticipation exceeds  realization — the 
sense of eternal fitness is abruptly dis
sipated. Over-anticipaiion leads to dis
illusion, an anti-climax, or lack of pro
portion in the relation between the 
source and the realized condition in the 
developed ideal; true Happiness con
sists in the proper balance between an
ticipation and possible realization. The 
physical cycles are brief and sharply 
marked bv their contrasts, hence the 
rapid ebb and flow of pleasurable 
(sensory) states; but the conscious 
cycles are more prolonged and deliber
ate, and while they are less sharply 
marked by sudden contrasts they con
vey a power of equanimity and stability 
that is as striking as are the sudden and 
unstable changes of the physical cycles.

The predominating quality of the 
personality which seeks Happiness in 
the resolution of sensory ideals is its 
characteristic of involuntary choice, the 
inability to disregard the call of im
mediate pleasure in the contemplation of 
more distant ideals, even when these 
are objectively perceived to be more 
worthy. Objective perception of the 
ideal is not sufficient, for sensory ideals 
will impose their demand for sensory 
interpretation upon all such perceptions 
of the purely ideal and color them be
yond effective recognition, if indeed 
they do not nullify them altogether. 
Conscious ideals, in direct contradistinc
tion to this, tend to inhibit the sensory 
ideals, subordinating them to their 
proper functional quality. Since true 
Happiness is not possible through mere



sensory realization it would follow that 
some natures are inherently incapable 
of attaining to this state.

Happiness in its essence is a matter 
of degree, ranging from mere pleasur
able sensation to the state of ineffable 
peace. The state of ineffable peace is 
in no wise a state of soulless equanimity 
or of personal effacement, as has often 
been claimed; in fact exactly the oppo
site is true. It is a state in which the 
baser emotions have been sublimated 
and the finer ones given free rein. It is 
the state in which the destructive ele
ments of emotional energy have been

subdued and the constructive elements 
of emotional energy developed to their 
proper degree of manifestation — the 
constructive elements of the universe, 
Love, and its affiliates, which inhibit the 
destructive forces of fear and hatred. 
It is the state in which Happiness 
reigns, in the resolution and fulfillment 
of constructive Ideals. Fear and Hate 
do not exist, for they have ceased to be. 
Love, Tolerance, and Justice are the 
Ideals upon which this Utopian state 
forever builds, on and on toward the 
Infinite Horizon.

V V V

T he H our of Awakening
B y  Frater James E. T hrockmorton
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H E  s t u d e n t  in 
meditation on the 
com ing of co n 
sciousness to the 
inner  man finds 
two fields of in
trospection open.  
One in the outer 
aspec t  of nature, 
the ot her  in man 
himself. As in all 
things, there is a 
d u a l  p a r a l l e l  
showing the won- 

derous simplicity of the Universal Laws. 
W e are given the daily privilege of 
seeing one manifestation so that we will 
encourage another.
Awakening of Nature—

The Dark Night in its immense in
tensity shows no indication of the splen
dors to come. The night has been long 
and chilly, fraught with many fears. 
How easy it would be to say this is all 
there is, daybreak will never come! 
Then, when the end seems impossible, 
nature smiles and there is a Light in the 
East. W ith quickening strokes of artis

tic grandeur the Master Artist paints. 
Gradually increasing light, soft blue and 
touches of coral pink on the cloud spot
ted sky. The light has become so great 
it spreads across the eastern sky. Then 
with a great blaze of glory, comes the 
sun in all its splendor. Nature has 
awakened, the new cycle started. 
Awakening of M an—

The Soul seeks its destiny in the 
Dark Night. The world seems cold and 
without sympathy to the advance mes
senger of light. He has yet to learn 
how to steer his ship on the sea of life 
by the Compass Within. How easy to 
sink to the depths and say all is in vain. 
W hen the horizon seems the most bar
ren the Light slowly comes. At first with 
a quickening of the consciousness. 
Then, with inner response comes under
standing of the real purpose and motive 
of life. Beauty manifests as a way to 
help his fellow man. The whole Uni
verse awaits the command of the en
lightened one, nature is at his finger
tips. Daybreak has come, the new 
period started. The ancient Law “As 
above, so below" has been fulfilled.
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M E SSE N G E R S FROM SPA C E
Dr. Arthur H. Compton, University of Chicago, physicist and leader of one of the two opposing 

schools of scientific thought with respect to the nature and origin of Cosmic Rays, is shown above 
with a stationary Cosmic Ray meter, which he recently took aboard the steamer Aorangi, for a trip 
to Sydney, Australia. He will conduct a series of experiments to determine the intensity of the rays 
in various parts of the world. Dr. Compton contends that Cosmic Rays are minute electrical particles 
—electrons— which shower the earth. A Cosmic Ray Coincidence Counter, for determining the per
iodicity of this bombardment from space, was constructed in the Science Department of the Rose- 
Croix University and was exhibited throughout the United States last year by Rosicrucian lecturers.

(Acme Photo)



H A V E  Y O U

Time on Your Hands
THESE LONG WINTER EVENINGS

?

\  V  IN I E R  Evenings were made lor reading. Snow , howling winds, rain beating 
against w indow panes — all these add zest to good reading. ( mod reading is tbe lit
erature which you leel is worthy ol remembering and which does not give you that 
guilty leeling ol having wasted your time.

Spend an hour or two each week in broadening your knowledge ol life, ol its mys
teries, and ol the accomplishments ol great people. Read the lilies ol the unusual 
discourses below, and select the one which appeals to you. Each discourse is just 
about the right length lor a pleasant evening s reading. I hey are written in simple, 
lorcelul language, and are released as interesting, supplementary reading by the Readers 
Research Academy. Begin with what you want and discontinue when you please.

A R C A N E  C O S M O L O G Y
Is the ear th  a  cell ,  a n d  d o  w e  d w e l l  in 
il. in s tead  o f  ou ts id e  o f  it? (21 d i s 
cou rses )  N o .  t.

E V O L U T I O N
W/i V ar e  there  d i f fe ren t  races '1 H as  
m an d e s c e n d e d  Irom o th e r  b e in g s ?  (12 
d iscou rses )  N o .  12.

T H E  M Y S T E R Y  O E  M I R A C L E S
\V fictl strange powers d id  th e  ancients 
p os s e s s?  A re  the ir  fea ts  p oss i  h ie  today  ? 
( j 2  d is cou rses )  N o .  2 5 1.

S O M E  M Y S T I C A L  A D V E N T U R E S
P ull a s id e  the  veil of the  c o m m o n p la c e ,  
ex p lo re  the u n kn ow n .  (gg d iscou rses )  
N o. tg6 .

N U M E R O L O G Y
Is n u m ero log y  a D iv in e  s c i en c e ?  Is il 
p o s s ib l e  to fo rete ll  the  fu ture  by  num  
h ers?  ( t6  d is cou rses )  N o .  32S.

S U P E R N A T U R A L
H a r e  you strange psychic or menial ex
periences? W/iai cau se s  them , a n d  w h a t  
(to they m e a n ?  (16 d is cou rses )  N o .  2Q.j.

'i on may remit the small sum ol go cents each month anil receive two discourses, or you may 
secure the entire course at one time, whichever you prefer. Furthermore, you may discontinue a 
course at any point and transfer to another, by merely continuing the same payments. Subscribe 
to a course today. Bring a world of interesting subjects into
the heart of your home. O rder the course by number. / "X  ^ P E R

D \ J  M O N T H
Tlu> READER'S RESEARCH ACADEMY

R O S I C  R U CI  A N P A R K
S A N  J O S E ,  C A L I F O R N I A  -  U . S . A .

KVITI I ES YOU TO TWO 
LARGE DISCOURSES 

EACH MONTH



ORKGON
P o r t l a n d  :
Portland Rose Chapter meets every Thursday. 
8:00 p. m. at 714 S. W. 11th Ave. Robert G. Stone, 
Magter, 1126 S. E. 50th Ave. Information by ap
pointment week daya 9 to 5 at 405 Orpheum Bldg

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia:
Benjamin Franklin Chapter of AMORC: Mr
Daniel K. Betts, Master. Meetings for nil mem
bers every second and fourth Sunday, 7:30 p. m. 
at 1821 Ranstead St.
P i t t s b u r g :
Penn. First Lodge. Mr. Ernest Jeffries, Master 
610 Arch Street.
R e a d i n g :
Reading Chapter. Mr. R. K. Gumpf. Master: Mr. 
Lincoln Steiger wait. Secretary. Meeting every 
1st and 3rd Friday, S:00 p. m,, Washington llali 
901 Washington Street

P U E R T O  RICO  
San J u a n :
Nefertiti Chapter of AMORC. Alice Brown, Mas
ter, Candina Street, Condado, Santurce, Puerto 
Rico Mr. Guillermo Gonzalez. Secretary. Meet
ings 1st and 3rd Thursdays

W A S H IN G T O N  
S e a t t l e :
AMORC Chapter 586. Mr. George A. Peterson. 
Master, Hemlock 1481; Mr3. Emma L. Holden, 
Secretary. 615 Terminal Sales Bldg., First Ave. 
and Virginia St. Reading room open week days 
12 noon to 4 p. m. Visitors welcome. Chapter 
meetings each Monday, 8:00 p m

W IS C O N S IN
Milwaukee:
Milwaukee Chapter. Mr. Fred C. Bond, Master: 
Miss Ellen Brown. Secretary. Meetings every 
Monday at 8 p. m. at 3131 W  Lisbon Avenue.

Principal Canadian Branches and Foreign Jurisdictions

The addresses of other foreign Grand Lodges, or the names and addresses of their representatives will 
be given upon request.

CANADA
T o ro n to ,  O ntar io  :
Mr. Joseph Benson, Master. Sessions 1st and 3rd 
Sundays of the month. 7:00 p. m.. No. 10 Lans- 
downe Avenue.
V a n co u v e r ,  B r i t i s h  C o lu m b ia :
Canadian Grand Lodge, AMORC. Dr. Kenneth 
R. Casselman, Master; Mr. Arthur V. Pightiing, 
Secretary, AMORC Temple, 878 Hornby Street. 
V ictor ia ,  B r i t i s h  C olu m b ia :
Victoria Lodge. Mr. J. V. Kent-Fawkes, Master. 
Inquiry office and reading room. 725 Courtney 
St.. Librarian, Mrs. C. Baugh-Alien. Phone E693& 
W inn ipe g ,  M a n ito b a :
Charles Dana Dean Chapter, 204 Kensington 
Bldg. John Meara, Master, 639 Valour Road. 
Sessions for all members on Tuesday at 7:45 
p. m. from May through September. Other 
months at 2:45 p. m. on Sundays.

A U S T R A L IA
Sydney, N. S. W . :
Sydney Chapter. Mr. S. Riches. Secretary: P. O. 
Box 1103-H G. P. O. Martin Place

A F R I C A  
A c c r a :
The Grand Lodge of the Gold Coast, AMORC. 
Mr. William Okai, Grand Master, P O. Box 424, 
Accra. Gold Coast. West Africa

C H IN A
S h a n g h a i :
The United Grand Lodge of China P O Box 513 
Shanghai, China

D E N M A R K
Copenhagen:
The AMORC Grand Lodge of Denmark. Mr. 
Arthur Sundstrup, Grand Master; Carl! Ander
sen, S. R. C., Grand Secretary. Manogade 13th 
Strand.

D U T C H  and E A S T  I N D IE S  
J a v a :
Dr. W. Th. van Stokkum, Grand Master; W. J- 
Visser. Secretary-General. Gombei 33. Semarang. 

E N G L A N D
The AMORC Grand Lodee of Great Britain. Mr. 
Raymund Andrea. F. R. C., Grand Master. 34 
Baywater Ave.. Westbury Park. Bristol 6 

E G Y P T  
C a i r o :
Cairo Information Bureau de la Rose Croix, J 
Sapporta, Secretary, 27 Rue Saiimon Pacha. 
I le liopolia :
The Grand Orient of AMORC. House of the Tern 
pie, M. A. Ramayvelim, F. R. C., Grand Secre 
tary, %  Mr. Levy. 50 Rue Stefano.

F R A N C E
Dr. Hans Gruter, Grand Master.
Corresponding Secretary, Mile. Jeanne Guesdon, 
56 Rue Gambetta, Vilieneuve Saint Georges 
(Seine & Oise).

H O L L A N D
A m ste r d a m  :
De Rozekrulsers Orde; Groot-Lodge der Neder 
landen. J. Coops. Gr. Sect., Hunzestraat 141 

N E W  Z E A L A N D  
Auckland :
Auckland Chapter, AMORC. Mr. W. T. Hampaon, 
Master, 317 Victoria Arcade Bldg.. Shortland St 
Inquiries. Phone 45-869.

S W E D E N
Grand Lodge “ Roscnkorset."  Anton Svanlund. 
F. R. C ., Grand Master. Vastergatan 55. Malmo 

S W I T Z E R L A N D
AMORC, Grand Lodge, 21 Ave. Dapples, Lau 
aanne; Dr. Ed. Bertholet. F. R. C., Grand Master. 
6 Blvd. Chamblandes, Pully-Lansanne; Pierre 
Genillard, Grand Secty., Surlac B. Mont Cholsl. 
Lausanne.

Spanish-American Division
A rm a ndo  F o n t  De L a  J a r a ,  F .  B .  C . ,  D epu ty  G rand M a s t e r ;  Cecil A. Poole ,  F .  R .  C . ,  Secy.  General

Direct inquiries regarding this division to the Secretary of the Spanish-American Division, Rosicrucian 
Park. San Jose. California. U. S. A.

J U N I O R  O R D E R  O F  TO R C H  B E A R E R S

A children s organization sponsored by the AMORC.
For complete information as to its alms and benefits, address Secretary General. Junior Order, Roslcru 

clan Park, San Jose, California.

T H E  R O S I C R U C I A N  P R E S S .  L T D . P R I N T E D  I N  U .  S .  A
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\vill Man Create Lite ?
P V O E S  tlie secret of life belong 
-®—1*  lo Divinity alone?

W i l l  Nature s last frontier give 
way to man s inquiring mind? 
C a n  man become a creator, peo
pling the world with creatures of 
bis own fancy? W a s  tlie ancient 
sage riglit. who said: T o  the
( Tods tl le Soul belongs, but to 
man will belong the power of 
L ife .’ ? W i l l  the future know a su
perior. Oodlike race o f I i i im n n s-  
each a genius and each (be mas
terful creation of an unerring for- 
muln—or will Soulless beings, 
shorn of the feelings which have 
hound mortals together in under
standing, dominate the earth?

I or centuries man has dared to 
invade realms which theology has

declared sacred. l ie  has revealed 
the secret ol organic functions and 
measured the forces of mind—non', 
breathlessly, he tears at the veil 
which conceals the nature of life 
itself. W i l l  this be I iis crown
ing achievement — or his utter 
annihilation?

It is one of the greatest contro
versies of the day. O rthodox re 
ligion pronounces it a diabolical 
experiment—some schools of sci
ence declare it possible and jusli 
l i a b le—b u t  metaphysicians starl- 
linglv announce . . .

Let (he Manuscript, “W i l l  M an 
Create Life, tell you, in its own 
words, just what the metaphysi
cians do say of this amazing ex 
periment.

T his Manuscript
M

U'ree
Here is an instructive discourse 
that reads like fiction, and yet 
it is a rational postulation of 
.(range facts.

W e  are putting no price on this 
Manuscript. It is given free for 
each n ew  six months subscription 
lo f he Rosicrucian Digest. Just 
send S i .g o  (the regular price) for 
a six months subscription, to 

T h e  Rosicrucian Digest for 
yourself or a friend, and this dis
course. \\ ill Man Create Life, 
will be sent to you at once, with 
postage prepaid. Take advantage 
of tl iis offer today.

R o s i c r u c i a n  S u p p l y  B u r e a u
R O S I C R U C I A N  P A R K .  S A N  JO S E .  C A L I F O R N I A ,  U .S .A .



U N T O  T H E E  I G R A N T
The secret teachings of Tibet, fri>m 
two-thousand-year-old manuscript Pm 
SI.25 per copy, postpaid.

T H E  M Y S T I C A L  L I F E  O F  J E S U S ”
Revealing the unknown periods of Christ s life 
A full account of his early manhood not men
tioned in the scriptures. Price $2 50 per copy, 
postpaid

M E N T A L  P O I S O N I N G ”
Thoughts that enslave minds, A tearless disclosure ot 
superstitious practices and the evil influence of the 
mental control o f  others. Price $1.25 per copy, postpaid.

’ ‘R O S I C R U C I A N  M A N U A L ”
A complete outline and explanation of Rosicrucian cus
toms, habits, terminology, and a dictionary o f  mystical 

V terms. Price $2.35 per copy, postpaid.

“ A T H O U S A N D  Y E A R S  O F  Y E S T E R D A Y S ”
The real facts about reincarnation. A story of the soul, founded 

L on Cosmic laws known to the mystics of the Orient Price
k SI.00 per copy, postpaid.

S Y M B O L I C  P R O P H E C Y  O F  T H E  G R E A T  P Y R A M I D ”
The history, vast wisdom, and remarkable prophecies o f  the Great 
Pyramid. The world's greatest mystery. Price $2.25 per copy, 
postpaid.

S E L F  M A S T E R Y  A N D  F A T E  W I T H  C Y C L E S  O F  L I F E ”
This book points out those periods which are favorable and unfavorable 
in your life. Here is a book you will use as a weekly guide. Price 
S2.2f copy, postpaid

L E M U R IA ,  T H E  L O S T  C O N T I N E N T  O F  T H E  P A C I F I C ”
The mysteries of a forgotten civilization. Strange revelations of a great 
race and its marvelous achievements. Price $2.30 per copy, postpaid

R O S I C R U C I A N  P R IN C IP L E S  F O R  T H E  H O M E  A N D  B U S I N E S S ”
How to apply the Rosicrucian teachings to a solution of the problems o f  home 
ami business. Srores of helpful points. Price $2.25 per copy, postpaid

The above are but a few of the many fascinating, instrue 
tive books of the Rosicrucian Library which are recom
mended to the reading public for their great value 
W rite for the complete catalogue with its in- 

L teresting description of all the Rosicrucian 
ft publications. It will be sent to you X .
A  F’R E E .  Address: Rosicrucian Supply
A  Bureau. Rosicrucian Park. San

Jose. California. U S. A n . .

Rosicrucian Library
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